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NEW YORK (AP) - -  T~ Bells sounded throughout 
United Nations Secretariat the the 48.storey Secretariat 
and General Assembly were building on Manhattan's 
evacuated today after a East Side and security of- 
young man, angry at a fleers ordered the several 
publishing firm, buzzed the thousand employees to 
company's nearby offices in leave. 
a single-engined plane, The General Assembly 
police, said. ~ . ha~, where a session was 
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U.N. evacua i*ed after kamikazi threats 
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Open 10a.m.4 p.m. dsllyexcept Sunday 
Frl.t l l l9 pm. 
Staff 
scheduled for 1o:30 a.m., Thespokesman did not nay 
also was ordered evacuated, what is on that cassette, but 
about 11 a.m. said police were in the news- 
paper's offices listening to 
Meanwhile, a spokesman the tape and questioning the 
at the New York Post said paper's editors. 
the newspaper had received 
a tape cassette from the "Security has advised us 
unidentified pilot, that a lunatic is flying Stagduhar. 
TERRACE-KIT IMAT 
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/ 
around here and ~rnatening Nora McCormick, a clerk plane and was In fact ",,ery planned visit to the UN later 
to crash into the UN at the New York City police pleasant" in his cmi- versations on the radio, she 
department's aviation unit, said. 
building, and for that reason said the unidentified man The plane, a Cessna 172, 
we' are ordering an started flying near the alarmed passers-by in the 
evacuation," said UN in- publishing firm's offices area, who thought hat the 
formation officer Rudolph about9:a0a.m. He was not pilot might have been 
threatening to cr..~sh the protesting against the 
h 
20c 
this week of Cuban President 
Fidel Castro. 
Police said two helicopters 
were sent to the area. 
They would not say what 
company the man had 
worked for, nor would they 
describe his complaint. 
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Jack Kelly, a Social Credit 
party researcher, .was not 
alone in advocating political 
dirty tricks to boout 
party's popularity, a tape ot 
a seminar last year in. 
dicates. 
Both Kelly's superior, 
former research director 
Glen Mitchell, and fellow 
researcher Ellen MacKay 
endorsed the tactics Kelly 
proposed. " 
Caucus chairman Jack 
Kempf has said he was in- 
vest igat ing  tactics ad- 
vocated by Kelly, including 
prompting par~y, supporters 
to write letters to newspaper 
editors and sign them with 
fictitious names. 
The tape, obtained by a 
newspaper reporter', was 
recorded at a party com- 
municatiom meeting Supt. 
22, 1978, attended by about 
200 Social Credit con- 
stituency officials, 
~Kelly responded to a 
a~t ion from one official 
t aliases by giving an. 
example. 
"What we do, inevitably, 
with aliases, we'll take 
~ebody  living in the a r~,,~. 
Mr. J. T, Lattis. We st 
' chan~e it to Mr, T, M. l~tt is ;  
the same address, and send 
it in and it's printed." 
A t  this point on the ~pe, 
Ms. MacKay elaborated on 
the technique. 
"You see, Mr. T. M. could 
be his nephew, could be his 
sen," she said,' 
"What newspaper editors 
tend to do is they look in the 
• telephone book and they_say, 
'Ah. yes. Lat~. Fine. MUSt 
be samebody in that 
household.'.. And they never 
check it out any further." 
"It's quite a bit safer to do 
that than you might hink,"- 
Ms. MacKay said. 
She also suggested writing 
letters in which the author 
claims to be a member of.the 
New Democratic Party con- 
carried about some aspect of 
that party. 
The controversy arose 
Sept. 18 when party sup- 
porters complained Kelly 
was advocating the tactics at 
an Esqnimalt-Port Renlrew 
constituency meeting. 
Scenes llke the above are becoming more familiar for 
Terrace and KiU~at RCMP, as the weather takes its 
toll on the reads. Both detachments report a total of 8 
motor vehicle accidents on the holiday weekend, in. 
eluding one fatality. 
Photo  by  Greg  Mldd le ton  
Clark is in hot seat now 
OTTAWA (CP)- "With just 
the slightest trace of a self- 
conscious mile, Charles 
Joseph Clark today for the 
first time sat in the Co~. 
mona seat reserved for the 
prime minister. 
His first words to MPs at 
KI TIMA T WA ITS 
FOR REFUGEES 
their first gathering since the House, for the first time 
the May 22 election were to in 16 years on the govern- 
nominate Sudbury Liberal ment side of the Commons, 
MP James Je rome'  as thundered their applause 
Speaker of the 302-member and were joined by members 
Commons, They were in of other parties. 
French. 
Conservative members of R e c o r d  
spending 
By ANN DUNSMUiR 
Herald Staff WHter 
A family of six Vietnamese refugees is ex- 
pected to arrive in Kitimat by Oct. 15. 
Ray. Ernest Stevenson of Kitimat's F i rs t  
Baptist Church said Friday the family has 
already left Hung Kong and will arrive in Ed- 
monton Oct. 12. 
The family consists of Thanh Tran, 37; his wife 
Le, 33; their daughter Ngoc, 8; son, Kim, 4; and 
Tran's hrother, Cam, 32; and sister, My, 30. 
Stevenson said Tran, his brother and sister are 
all trained factory workers with 12 years of 
education who should have no problem finding 
work in the community, 
He said his church's application for a family 
did not specify that a member of the group speak 
English and this fact may account for early 
arrival of the refugees. 
Stevenson said the group will stay with 
members ofhis parish for at least a month while 
they become acclimatized. 
They will then move into a vacant eaeherage 
rented from the Kitimat ~hool Hoard• 
OTTAWA (CP) -- MPs 
meeting today for the first 
time since the May 22 
election will soon be asked to 
approve spending ofa record 
$13.5 billion by federal 
governments ince last 
March. 
Word that the cabinet ap- 
proved $2.7 billion to pay for 
rout ine  government  
operations in October was 
released in the Canada 
Gazette just before the of. 
ficial opening of the 3lst Par- 
liament. 
When Parliament is not 
sitting, the cabinet is per. 
mitted by law to issue 
special warrants to pay for 
operations. 
The total of such warrants 
issued first by the former 
Liberal government which 
dissolved Parliament in 
March ~.nd then by the Joe 
Clark Conservatives now has 
reached about $13.7 billion. 
Parliament must retro- 
actively approve this 
~nending at the earliest 
,v,~qthl~ time. 
Pierre Trudeau, who 
occupied the ~ prime 
minister's seat for 11 years, 
sat across from Clark as 
leader of the Opposition. 
Clark walked across the 
Commons shortly after 
entering and shook hands 
with Trudeau, who was not 
wearing the customary rose 
in his lapel. 
"I must confess that I feel 
a little llke a father sending a 
son off into the world," 
Trudeau quipped as he 
seconded the nomination of 
Jerome. 
Jerome is the first op- 
position member to serve as 
Speaker of the Commons. 
First elected to preside over 
the House in 1974, he was re- 
elected today with the 
support of all four parties in 
the House. 
However ,  Marce l  
Prud'homme (L--Montreal 
Saint-Denis) took brief ex- 
ception to the fact that Social 
Credit Leader Fabien Roy 
had been recognized after 
NDP Leader Ed Broadhent. 
The Socreds, who now sit 
on the government side of 
the Commons, have only five 
members and are not con- 
sidered a party under 
pai-liamentary rules. 
Following remarks by the 
leaders, Jerome was taken 
arm in arm to the Speaker's 
chair by Clark and Trudeau. 
As he pretended todig in his 
i~eels at the honor bestowed 
upop him. Trudeau feigned a
kick to get him moving. . 
Jerome himself reminded 
MPs that the role of the 
Speaker in Britain centuries 
ago was to defend the fights 
nf the Commons before the 
monarch. And he noted that 
one early Spanker had been 
beheaded for his efforts. 
"l say that so my reluc. 
tance in coming to the chair 
OTTAWA (CP).--. Gerald country will have an in- 
Bouey, governor of the Bank ternational payments deficit 
of Canada announced today of $7 billion this year, but 
• he is raising the bank's recent  un favorab le  
lending rate to a record 13 economic developments 
: :  per cent, although he is have convinced many econo- 
!;~ aware the high level of in- mists this estimate is too 
:~:  rarest rates in the country is optimistic. 
:~}~.~!ii hurting individuals and 
businesses. The Bank of Canada news 
. . . .  ~!~:  Effective immediately, the release said: "The governor 
ii;ii, 'i: :i::: bank's pace.setting lending said that he is well aware of 
"~"~. rate goes up by three- the problems that current 
is understood," he said. 
One hour a.fter the 
traditional ceremonies 
opening a new Parliament 
were completed, the Com- 
mons adjourned until 3p.m. 
EDT to await the reading of 
the speech from the throne 
by Gov.-Gen. Ed Schreyer. 
Earlier ifi the Senate, 16 
new senators were sworn in. 
interest rates are causing to 
individuals and to business." 
" The underlying cause of 
these problems is the high 
present rate of inflation, of 
which the current level of 
interest rates is a symptom. 
The only effective way to 
bring interest rates down on 
a lasting basis is by 
achieving success in 
lowering the rate of the in- 
flatien." 
quarters of one per cent from Jobless rate the 12.25-p rcent level an- 
nounced Sept. 10, 
This is the second bank- 
rate increaseinlessthena is down again month and the third since the 
Conservatives came to 
power in May. 
It follows an an- 
nouncement Saturday by the By CAROL GOAR primarily the removal of 
U.S. Federal Reserve Beard OTTAWA (CP) -- The student workers from the Job 
that it was raising the number of those unable to forcewiththeendofsummer 
discount rate in that country find work fell for the sixth vacations. 
to 12 per cent-- the highest i consecutive month in Sep- tember to 719,000 from Province.by-province 
i has ever been . . . . . . .  unemployment rates for . 772,0U0 In August, Since March, 1978, the ,m.,. .~a .. . .  a ,ho September were: 
I Canndian bank rate has henn . . . .  .. '~'~?~" un~m ~. . . . . . . . . .  : ,a;e,~rl ~n fim,~e fenm eiuht seasona,ya~natea .. - --Newloun.(llano, lq.l per 
• • ployjn~t-rate o ~ tee- cent from 14.4~L~e~. cent in 
PC_. , ,,, ~;-,-:, , ,  _.-- - ye~ qow,..of.Ta..p~ ~nf,. ~d~t :  
The uang ol uanaoa i resisted an increase in in Statistics Canada reported --Prince Edward Island, 
; ' . . . .  ' ,'o~o* " "  we@'* a": today. 10.6 per cent from II.0 per 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e,, The last time the cent, 
I when the Federal Reserve saas0nallyadjnsted unem- 
ployment rate, the govern- 
ment's usual indicator of the 
seriousness of unem- 
ployment, fell to 7.1 per cent 
was in September, 1976. 
Seasonal adjustment 
means the rate enmpensates 
for predictable seasonal 
fluctuations in the job 
situation such as the be. 
ginning of the school year or 
--Nova Scotia, 10.2 per 
cent from 10.5 per cent. 
--New Brunswick, 10.7 per 
cent from 11.5 per cent. 
--Quebec, 9.1 per cent 
from 8.8 per cent. 
-.Ontario, 6,1 per cent 
from 6.5 per cent. 
--Manitoba, 5,0 per cent 
from 5.5 per cent. 
--Sasktaehewan, 3.9 per 
cent from 3.7 per cent, 
freeze-up. --Alberta, 3,7 per cent 
The number with jobs in from 3.8 per cent. 
September was 10.53 million --British Columbia, 7 7 per 
compared with 10.91 million cent from 7.4 per cent in Au. 
in August. The drop reflected gust. 
Alcan faces 
By ANN DUNSMUIR 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Houston Forest 
Service has filed a trespass 
report against Alcan Smelter 
and Chemicals Ltd. for slash 
cutting in the Nanika River. 
Kid Price Lake area. 
The cutting, involving 3.6 
hectares of timber, resulted 
from engineering studies 
commissioned by Alcarf on 
the feasibility of the 
proposed Kemano 11 hydro. 
electric project. 
Larry Hall, deputy ranger 
of the Houston Forest Ser. 
vice, said Friday~ the 
trespass report has been sent 
to Prince Rupert for advice 
from Legal counsel. 
Hall said any future action 
will depend on whether or 
not the water rights 
agreement made in the 
1950's between Alcan and the 
B.C. government gives the 
company the right to cut 
trees without authority from 
the B.C. Forest Service. 
,Mean spokesman Brian 
Hemingway, said Friday 
that it was assumed the 
or ig inal  government 
charge 
agreement gave permission 
to clear trees. 
'*We will be looking at the 
agreement again to make 
sure," Hemingway said. 
He said the company has 
"heard talk of charges being 
laid" but so far there has 
been no official word. 
Hemingway could not 
identify who did the tree 
clearing because Crippen 
Engineering, the firm 
making the study, employs 
several sub-contractors. 
"We will have to make 
sure people working for the 
company are aware of our 
concern for the en- 
vironment," Hemingway 
said. 
A report from the Father 
Morice Outdoor Recreation 
Society of Houston claims 
trees have been cut several 
hundred feet up both aides of 
the Nanika River near the 
outlet of Kid Price Lake. 
Members who visited the 
site also claim trees and slit 
have been deposited in the 
river, although it is a major 
spawning area for several 
species of salmon. 
Board announced a previous 
half.per.cent increase in its 
lending rate. But Boney said 
today he felt the central bank 
had to match its U.S. 
counterpart this time. 
By raising its rate, the 
central bank signals the 
chartered banks and other 
lending institutions that it 
wishes them to charge their 
bor rowers  more ,  
discoursging credit buying 
and tightening the amount of 
money circulating in the 
marketnlace. 
The chartered banks 
normally follow the central 
bank's example within one 
or two days. This would push 
their prime lending rate -- 
the interest charged to their 
b lue -ch ip  corporate  
borrowers -- to 13.75 per 
cent. 
Most other interest rates, 
lauding those for consumer 
loans, mortgages and the 
interest banks 'pay their 
depositors, can also be ex- 
pected to rise. 
Bouey said .in a news 
release the 0.75-per.cent 
increase was needed to fight 
inflation and to keep the 
dollar from sliding on world 
currency markets. 
Referring to the U.S. in- 
crease, Bouey said: "While 
short.term interest rates can 
sometimes move differently 
In the two countries, there 
are severe limits to the 
degree to which Canada can 
matintaln short-term in- 
terest rates lower than those 
in the .United States when 
Canada is as dependent asit 
currently is on inflows of 
capital from abroad to 
finance the large in- 
ternational payments deficit 
on its current account." 
Finance Minister John 
Crosbie has predicted the 
Visitor wins derby 
The Skeena Mall-Daily Herald fishing derby has 
come to a close with the drawing of the grand prize of 
a trip to Los Vegas going to a gentleman from 
Colorado. 
Charlie Myrick of Eaton, Colorado, won the trip by 
pulling a 57-pound spring out of the Skeena River on 
July 9, 1979. Congratulations from the Skeena Mall 
and the Daily Herald. 
The biggest fish prizes were also drawn, with Bill 
Oxford from Yakima, Washington, taking the biggest 
spring, 69.5 pounds from the Skeena on July 2~. J979. 
and Wade Muehowski, a 10-year-old who lives at 4110 
Anderson in Terrace, taking the derby's bi~¢-~' ,,n~,~ 
from the Kalum River on Sept. 29. Wade's winner 
weighed 18.5 pounds. 
Each winner received a fishing rod and reel cour- 
tesy of Daiwa-Algonquin, some tackle and a jacket 
from Terrace Equipment. 
Last week's weekly winner was Wayne Muehowski, 
who took a 14-pound coho from the Kalum. 
Weekly winners of the derby were: Robert Komlos, 
Julius Komlos, H.O. Left, Anne Gilanders, Doug 
Anderson, Phil Anderson, Rodney Chin, Jim Mc- 
Fadden, Pat Eiwood, lace  Hoekstra, Ken Lambert 
and Wayne Muehowski. 
Congratot,|tions again to this year's winners, and to 
thnse who missed out, try again next year. 
q.. 
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i i. IUnion calls off ferry pickets = 
from job action that would 
halt ferry sailings. 
Geddes has called both 
sides to a meeting at I p.m. 
PDT today. 
Picketing of the ferry 
corporation's Dean dock 
maintenance yard in nearby 
Richmond, B.C. was'going 
ahead as planned today, but 
it was not expec.ted to affect 
ferry service. 
The dissidents had planned 
to set up picket lines at 
Horseshoe Bay and at 
Departure Bay, near 
Nanaimo on Vancouver 
Island, halting runs between 
'these terminals. They also 
said pickets might appear at 
Tsawwansen south of 
Vancouver and Swartz Bay 
near Victoria, terminals for 
the other main Georgia 
Strait route. 
Union president' Shirley 
Mathieson said a full-scale 
strike is unauthorized and 
called the group irreapun- 
sine, 
"it's sabotaging our whole 
strategy," she said early 
today. "There are certain 
people who wanted to be on 
the executive and are now 
trying to run the Union 
unofficially." 
The union executive 
initiated the rotat ing strikes 
at midnight Friday night, 
hoping to put pressure on the 
Crown corporation without 
giving the government 
e~asea to invoke essential 
services legislation as it did 
when the ferry workers went 
on a full.scale strike over 
Thanksgiving two years ago. 
The workers picketed 
several terminak Saturday, 
switched to several others 
Sunday, then gave ferry 
travellers a reprieve 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  spokesman for the dissident 
Dissident members of the group, said the group had the 
British Columbia Ferry and support of the majority of the 
Marine Workers decided 2,700-member union and was 
today not to picket ferry willing to shut down B.C. 
routes between the mainland Ferry Corp. operations until 
and Vancouver Island the workers have a contract. 
following a call by mediator However, following a 
Fred Geddes for a reaump- meeting with the local 
tlon of contract talks, executive at the Horseshoe 
The executive of the union Bay terminal in West 
had premised limited picket Vancouver and the in- 
antlonwhichwouldnotaffect tervention of Geddes, 
ferry traffic today, a conUn- planned job action was 
as(ion c~ the rotating strike cancelled. 
action directed uring the. Thornhill said that as long 
Thanksgiving weekend, as Geddes is involved in the 
Lloyd Thornill, a dispute his group will refrain 
Schools under arson guard 
GRAND FORKS, B.C. 24 hours a day and several 
(CP) -- Four schools and companies have cancelled 
four other school board fire insurance for a 
huildinge are being guarded Doukhobor cultural centre in 
WOULD YOU BE INTEREST[D In MAKING' 
AN EXTRA THOUSAND OLLARS? 
Pick wild Pine Mushrooms In the woods or on the 
mountain and se l l  them to us. 
We offer from $5.00 to $8.00 per lb. depending on size 
and quality. 
Please contact me following for further Information 
TERRACE PRINCE RUPERT 
Wayside Greclry Ltd. R. Slglyama 
4711 • Kelth Ave. 1535 India 
635-4575 '624-4185 
nearby Brilliant because of 
arson threats. 
Wi l l i am Ba ldry ,  
superintendent of schools in 
this West Kcotenay com- 
munity, said the constant 
surveillance, which started 
two weeks ago, was advised 
by the fire marshall's office 
in Vancouver and by the 
Insurance Corp. of B.C. 
which insures the schools. 
He said one secondary 
school, three elementary 
schools and four other school 
buildings are being guarded, 
but he would not say whether 
the guards are armed. 
Baldry said the move was 
made "after the recent prob- 
lems occurred and 
statements were made to the 
press." 
Baldry was referring to re. 
cent fires and trials on arson 
charges, the latest in a long 
list of incidents that have 
marked the life and internal 
BRIDGESTONE 
BLACK 
WINTER RADIALS 
A wet  road  sur face  - rap id ly  fa l l ing  temperatures  - a d r iver ' s  
n ightmare .  B lack  i ce!  Br idgestone 's  new B lack  I ce  Rad ia l  is 
made w i th  a spec ia l  " I ce  Compound Rubber"  that  g ives  you  
improved adhes ion  on  t reacherous  i cy  road  sur faces  and  on  
a l l  winter  road  cond i t ions .  
The  B lack  I ce  Rad ia l .  B r idgestone 's  newest  w in ter  rad ia l  - 
backed  by  Br idgestone 's  famous  passenger  t i re  Road  Hazard  
Guarantee!  
 BRIDOE STONE T IRES  
PROVEN AHOUHD lie WORI.D 
CEDARLAND TIRE 
4929 Keith Avenue Terrace 
Tel: 635-6170 
stru~les-o-t Doukhobors in 
southeastern  Br i t i sh  
Columbia. 
John J. Verigin, the 58- 
yearold Orthodox leader, 
was acquitted last month on 
charges of conspiracy to 
commit arson. One msn 
charged with Verigin was 
acquitted while a third man 
was given a suspended 
sentence and put o.n three 
years probation in the 
burning of the Union st 
Spiritual Communities of 
Chrikt offices (USCC) here 
and the old post office. 
Last weekend, 19 members 
of the Sons of Freedom, 
another Doukhobor sect, 
were charged with arson 
after a CP Rail shed burned 
down. 
A USCC spokesman said 
there have been further 
arson threats. 
He said four of five in- 
surance companies san- 
celled policies on the group's 
cultural centre in Brilliant, 
showpiece for the Orthodox 
Doukhoboro, even though the 
centre has watchmen. 
The spokesman, who did 
not want his name reed, said 
the centre was insured for $1 
million, but the policy with 
the one remaining company 
is only for about 15 per cent 
of that amount. 
"We have arranged for 
volunteer watchmen around 
the Brilliant cultural cen- 
tre," he said. ".They are not 
guards, they are not 
l~epared todeal with threats 
in a violent manner." 
He said volunteers also 
guard USCC offices and" 
Verigin's home, both in 
Grand Forks, and the tomb 
of Peter Verigin, an ancestor 
of John Verigin and the man 
who led the Doukhobors to 
Canada, in Ca~tlegar. 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace 
Monday by allowing all conference appeared on the 
ferries to operate, verge of collapse tada~, 
The union executive an- 'The crisis emerge(~ as 
~nounced that members'guerrilla leaders reJ,,~ted 
Would only picket the Deas key parts of the British 
Island works yard in Rich- constitutional draft and 
round, R.C., today, then shift Britain refused their 
to corporation offlcen here demand to continue with 
and in Victoria as well as negotiations for a tran- 
terminals on the Earl's " sitional government. 
Cove-Saltery Bay run south 
of Powell River Wednesday. 
Though ferry  traffic was 
reported moderate to heavy 
during the weekend, not 
unusual on any weekend, !t 
wan evident that many B.C. 
residents opted for 
Thanksgiving turkey at 
home instead of risking 
being stranded. 
But rotating strikes were 
not the only problem the 
ferry corporation ex- 
perienced during the 
weekend -- one ferry 
crashed into a cabin cruiser' 
in Active Pass and the main 
generator aboard another 
broke down. 
The Queen of Sidney, on a 
run between two of the Gulf 
Islands, crashed into an 8.5' 
metre private vessel infog . 
Saturday. Two people 
aboard the boat were shaken 
up but not injured, and there 
was no damage to the ferry. 
It was in Active Pass that 
the Queen of Albernl ran 
aground in August, raising 
questions about he safety of 
ferries and private heats 
ckeying around each other 
the narrow channel. 
The ferry corporation has 
ordered an investigation of
the incident. 
The cabin cruiser's high 
bridge was ripped off when it 
struck the ferry's metal 
I~bbing uard near the port 
hew. but the damaged boat 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carriogton, the conference 
chairman, said he plans an 
announcement on what 
course the month-old talks 
will take. 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
alliance, objected Meaday to 
two points favoring the white 
minority in the constitution 
proposed by Britain for its 
former African colony. ; 
• One provides for all white 
settlers to automatically 
become citizens of the new 
country. The other 
guarantees financial com- 
pensation for property seized 
by a new black government 
from white owners. 
Charges in air crash 
ATHENS (AP) -- A Greek Prosecutor Christos Mark. 
prosecutor today filed 
prel iminary charges ageLnst 
the pilot of a Swmsatr u~-~ 
Jflaetliner which burst .into 
rues econds after mncting 
at Athens International 
• Airport, killing 14 pan- 
sengers and inJudog another 
10/the prosecutor's office 
said. 
The charges instigated by 
oyunnakla gainst he Swiss 
pilot, Fritz Sclunutz, are 
multiple manslaughter 
through negligence, bodily 
harm through negllgedce 
and the disturbance of the 
security of air commu- 
n icat ions  through 
negligence, the office said. 
The i:har~ee also apply to, 
any other persons held 
responsible. 
Trawler under guard 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska carries a crew of about 50. 
(Reuter) - -  A South Korean At Kodiak, the vessel was 
trawler wan on its way to to be turned over to a U.S. 
Kodiak today after being marsha l ,  pend ing  
seized by the U.S. Coast prosecution by federal 
Guard for fisheries viola- authoritiesinAnchurage, the 
tlana, spokesman said, 
ThesooYangHoofPu~n The U.S. Fisheries Con. 
was seized Monday night in servation Act covers 
rough weather, 120 violations of the 200-mile 
Id]ometrea north of Dutch territorial limit. The See 
Harbor, a coast guard Yang Hols the eighth vessel 
• spokesman said. . to be seized this year under 
The 3,527-ton trawler the act, 
Anglican head to Visit 
LONDON (AP) - -  Dr, Ceggen, who is 70 and has 
Donald Coggen, archbishop been Archbishop of Can- 
Penteeostals ho,!d meeting bland under its own power, of Canterbury and leader of terbury since 1075, is hen. Corporation spokesman the worldwide Anglican cling over the ileadership of communion, i inclnding the the Anglicag,lcommunion's 
Bill Bouchard said the ferry U.S. Episcopalians, will visit 65 million members 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Coliseum, ArkadyPo sc more than 800 Penteceataiz carried about 300 pomengers 
While Penteceatals rejolced held a peaceful demon- who want to leave the Soviet and had two operating radar the United States for five worldwide to the Rt. Roy. 
and sang inside the Pacific stration outside to bring Union.. units, a foghorn and three days  starting Saturday and Robert Runcie, 58. Roncie is 
attention to persecuted crew members as lookouts, then spond four days inBer- bishop of the English diecese 
believers inthe Soviet Union. : He and 20 supporters, who "in this instance, it Just muda, his office announced of St. Albam. 
Polishehuk, who said he fasted and demonstrated seems to be a lack of to~lt~ilibethe archbishop's Coggan has visited the 
last overseas trip before he U.S.previously, but it will be 
retires in January. . his first visit to Bmauda. 
wa~ thrown out of the Soviet during the six days of the' seamanship and common 
Union two years ago for conference, aid they wanted sense (on the pert of the 
aiding dissidents and now the conference committee to cabin cruiser's operators) 
livea in New York City, said allow the reading of a that nausad the callision," he 
he came to the 12th Pen- statement recognizing and said. 
teceetai World Conference, sut~porting the plight of The ferry was about 30 
which ended here Sunday, 30,000 Pentecnstal~ in the minutes late in arriving at 
with a written plea from'.Sovlet Union. Teawweasen. 
Still more winners. Strike it rich; 
September 2 Draw 
I~3762:L.  ~'1".1. MII...L..I(]N 
...537,K.21.. ¢ I 0 ,000 .  
........ 37~2:1.., ~, 1., 000,  
......... 7/./~ :1., ..¢,':~00. 
............... 6"~:I.., $ I .00 .  
Plane crash kills all 
:1677657,  .$:1. I'i:[H..:[ON 
- . .677&59. .$1 .0 ,000 .  
....... 77659. . .¢  1, ~ 000 .  
........... 76~'39 • . $':)00. 
............. 6~9. .  $ :1.00, 
ANCHORAGE (AP) - -  A 
light plane taking off from 
Merrill Field crashed and 
AgY l : lT ( ) l . .$ t  MILL. ION 
.... 97B70.I., . $.1.0~000, 
.... 7B701, ,$I. ~000,  
.......... 0701,  ,$200,  
................ 701.,. '1;1.00, 
3032237. ,$ I  MII..I...IDN 
.... li~32237, .$I. 0 ,000 ,  
.... 32237,  o$I.~000, 
...... 2237.  ,$200,  
............. 237 . ,  ¢ :I.O0, 
. 530773~, ,¢ I  MIH...ION 
--307734. ,$10 ,000 ,  
....... 07734, ,$ I~000.  
......... 7734.  ', ¢,200, 
............. '7~34. ,$ I .00,  ' 
burned late Monday, and (be 
Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration said all abu~N 
the aircraft apparently were 
killed, 
The Cessna 207 operated 
by Spernak Airways of 
Anchorage smashed into a 
roof at the Alaska hangar, 
setting the building on fire, 
Spokesman Cliff Cemlck 
of the Federal Aviation 
Administration said two 
bodies had been recovered' 
from the ~reckage, and he 
said it ~ '~ believed there 
were no survivors. 
He said the plane was 
carrying the pilot and three 
passengers, including a 
child, whenit ook off toward 
the north. Cernick said the 
plane's destination was not 
known, but other reports 
said it was bound for the 
village of Tyonek, across 
Cook Inlet from Anchorage. 
'The names of those aboard 
were not released. 
Cemick said no one on the 
ground was known to have 
been injured. 
One witness aid the plane 
apparently lost power 
shortly after it became 
airborne and went into a 
sharp turn as the pilot ap 
parently tried to get hack to 
the field to land but then 
stalled. 
Units from six Anchorage 
fire stations responded to 
battle the two-alarm blaze. 
Police halted traffic on 
heavily traveled 5th Avenue 
to aid the firefighters' el. 
forts. 
, i . . .  | 
Save $50. Sears 
rebuilt engines 
Guaranteed 24 months or 24,000 
I mllel. Enloy brand new engine 
performance. Shop Searl 
todoyl 
I Dodge '61-'74 
• (22Sou.In.) 
with trade 
• 1437.00 
RI0. SIS7.00 
Ouaranf~ 
Complete flglnts (with hoed|', 
Installed In pauenger cars If 
normal use ere guar. Igllnst 
clefocts In workmanlhlp or 
materiels for 12,000 m.12 
months st no coat(replacement 
or labor ). 
Fag D~llver~ from our Van. 
couver engine degot. Call So.re 
• today. 
Phone d3S.6541 
~'."~II!19661.., $1 MIL..L.I(]N 
...I.139L,6 I., . $ I .0 ,000 ,  
........ 896&I , ,  'I~ .I. ~ O00.  
........... ?6&i ,  , *200 ,  
.......... 68.1.,, $ I O0, 
:5 l] 6'54,~:12 • ,  9, :L H I I. I i. [ (11 ~1 
. .0654,' i lL!,,  $10 P OOO. 
•. ~5.,1 f l2 , .  ~. J., OOO • 
....... '.3.~ 0' ,~, ,  'L?O0, 
..I~:12 o , t i00 ,  
October 7 Draw 
":.!'L..I ,U;h')Oo , t , . I  i'1]:1 L, I l J r l  
',:, I 3 ' , '0  ,') . . ,f, I 0 t 000 .  
I ,~90. . ) . .  ,I, I . ,  000 .  
,~ , '00  • ,  $200.  
. . . . .  • ',,~C,, , b .I O0 ,  
. Vhilg::":),". , $ .10 • 000 ,  
...... (:W:..h) ~+ . $ i .  00,;). 
• , ? . '0 ; , ,~ . ; !00 ,  
. . . . . .  :?'> .:', , t .1C (", 
32 ;' ,15~ti.L, o $1 h I I...I. t I]N 
.-2 ~,1',.~5t., , '# LO, 000 ,  
...... ;" ,!!3!.', L. , '~ i w ( '0 () ,  
. . . . .  ,lti~::i J , , 9,:.~C'(). 
.......... 5! , I ,  ,~ , lO0 ,  
~:J~2ti3071,,$1 HIL.L 11111 
2tZ~O 77, ,  ¢ I 0 ~ ,1)00, 
• !3307 ,:' +. $1 ~ 000  • 
...... 3077,  • $~'00, 
....... 027,  • $ I00 ,  
I f  v , . I  an. a I . - I .  ( :am. l : t  $1(WI.(XI w i , . l e r :  Thr  hn . luhr~ . f  mo~i l i . am' iM t | ls l i l . l io . .~ w i l l  ua.41 
I ¢)h) ( :.'tlla(l:i $1()().iX) ~Villllili.~ tk 'k r l s  li," o , t '  i | io l l lh  s l ; i l i i l i~ %~bd,¢.~da~. ()uh~her Ill. I.~)7.~). I i ~ ,  
h .h l  mw wi l i l l i l i~  i i i i l l i l)t,rs, lidhnv tl.' i..~h't ulic.lS o i |  thr l~m'k .f yc.ir iit,kt.t, 
Ill thr evr.l oI di,,~,rrlm.rv l.'twer, the aimvc li.~t .t .ui.l.,r~ aml the .lli~'ial rOmlmh'r  l~ri.t-out .f 
r:.i~k,.ty .~eh,l,trd wimli.~ mmlbrr~, the hdter droll prrvail. 
Draw 16 nowon sale. 
t ,  
l 
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Accident here 
one of fatals 
A pickup truck overturned fatalities, ix drownings, two 
20 miles east of Terrace on' fire deaths, two kllledbY 
~way 16 Sunday evening, falling trees, two killed in  a 
mmngltslonepassengerand plane crash, two killed in 
injuring, the driver. Gerald hunting accidents, one 
Beisnie.Parent 22, of Van- person electrocuted, one 
couver was killed when the 
pickup went out of control, 
and overturned off the road. 
Paul Parent 46, the driver 
and father of the victim was 
taken to Mills Memorial an(, 
treated, for minor injuries 
before being releaserL 
Parent, also a Vaneouw~r 
native,, has already flown 
back home. RCMP are still 
investigating the accident, 
which added to the holiday 
weekend's fatality list. 
A 22-year-old soccer 
goaltender in Chilllwack, 
B.C., killed Sunday when the 
crossbar of a goa/eollapsed 
on top of him, was one of at 
least 71 persons who died 
accidentally In Canada 
daring the holiday weekend. 
Of the 71 accidental 
deaths, 53 were traffic 
fatalities, about he number 
predicted by the Canada 
Safety Council. The council 
had cautioned rivers to be 
extra careful during the 
Thanksglving weekend 
became projections howed 
that traffic fatalitien could 
increase to between 52 and 58 
from 44 in 1978, 
The worst Thanksgiving on 
record was in 1966 when 109 
persons were killed on the 
roads. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press from 6 p.m, Friday 
until midnight Monday night 
local times hewed 53 traffic 
person crushed to death 
when a car fell from its jack, 
one person who died from 
exposure and the goaltender. 
British Columbia reported 
four traffic fatalities, one 
drowning and the sports 
accident. 
In Alberta, seven peol~e 
died In traffic accidents and 
one person was killed while 
hunting. 
Saskatchewan had four 
traffic fatalities, two 
drownings and one hunting 
death. 
Manitoba reported four 
traffic deaths, 
In Ontario, 13 persons 
were killed in traffic ae- 
eldenis, one person drowned, 
one person died when hit by a 
falling tree and one person 
died of exposure. 
Quebec had  17 traffic 
deaths, two drownings, one 
crushed by a tree and the two 
men who died in the plane 
crash. 
Nova Scotia had four 
traffic fatalities and 
Newfoundland reported two 
deaths in fires, one elec. 
trocution and one person 
killed when sear fell from its 
Jack. 
No accidental deaths were 
reported in New Brunswick 
and Prince Edward Island. 
The survey excludes in- 
dustrisl deaths, layings and 
known suicides. 4
Shelford critical of 
cuts from farmland 
VICTORIA I,(¢IP~ -;" TWo Runka said the removal 
prominent So~lal 'Credit wen the last straw in his 
politicians ~a~i,:th~Y are growil~g f/'ustration and 
worried by:ia'~t'~.V|l~cliil disillusionment in the 
cabinet co~. i tee '~ goventment's lack' of sup- 
removal' of prime' Frasei" port for the commission. 
Valley farmland from the 
agricultural and reserve. Lib 
Cyril Shelf=d, agriculture rary 
minister until his defeat in 
the May 10 provincial 
election, and Bill Ritohie, 
MIA for Central Fraser 
Valley, have joined other 
criticism of the cabinet's 
Environment and Land Use 
Committee which over- 
~d .~ J~ltish Columns 
and releneed 626 acre~'i~i' an' 
indastriaipark. 
Shelford said the land 
, commission does not belong 
under Environment Minister 
Rare Malt's control and 
should be returned to the 
agriculture ministry. 
The cabinet committee, 
headed by Mair, i s  not 
paying enough attention to 
agricultural I?e~d~, w~e~ 
processlng'.;gi~"is. );o ,~e)~ 
land out of the reserve, be 
said. 
Rltchle, a possible 
agriculture minister in a 
cabinet shuffle expected 
next month, said he is 
~ zaled by the committee's elslon to release the land 
which has h.igh forming 
potential. 
Gary Runka, land com- 
mission member and former 
chairman, announced 
Friday he was resigning to 
protest he removal of the 
land from the reserve fol- 
lowing the appeal by 
Gloucester Properties Ltd. 
Museum 
celebrates 
with film 
The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum is celebrating its 
tenth anniversary, and 
during the activities Gloria 
Cranmer Webster will show 
and comment on the film 
"Potlatch: A Strict Law Bids 
Us Dance" on Friday, Oct, 12 
at 7 p .m.  
The showing will be in the 
museum, and the public is 
invited to attend at no 
charge. 
offering 
story hour 
The Terrace Public 
Library is offering ascreen of 
p re,,sehqol.., ~itory ,,hourl 
p.m. in the arts room at the 
library. Initial registration 
for the series will t~e place 
at this time. 
The series will run six 
consecutive weeks. If you 
are unable to schedule your 
child on this day, register for 
the Thursday session which 
starts at 10:30 a.m: ~ 
sessions will run thr~ 
No~..,15~,and are fo£.¢hildren 
five. 
For further information or 
registration, phone 638-8177. 
Northern Mainloud, Queen 
Charlottes: Cloudy today 
and Wednesday. A few 
periods of rain mainly 
northern sections of the 
mainland coast. Highs beth 
days 13 to 17. Lows tonight 6
to8. 
Chfleotin, CarJboo: Mainly 
sunny today and Wednesday. 
Morning fog patches. Highs 
beth days 14 to 17. Lows 
tonight 0 to5. 
Central Interior: Iloudy 
with a few sunny periods. 
Scattered showers narthem 
sections. Highs 8 to 13. Lows 
tenight3 to 3. Cloudy with 
isolated showers and fog 
patches Wednesday. Af- 
ternoon sunny periods. Highs 
13 to 17. 
Thompson, Okanagan: 
Sunny and warm today and 
• Wednesday. Highs both days 
in the low to mld.20s. Lows 
tonight 5 to 7 except near 
freezing in some low.lying 
areas. 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-3680) 
Paroel Pickup & Delivery 
i I  i I  I I l  I I I I  
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs - -  Recliners -- End Tables --  
Portable T.V. 
Suites ( Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
F RIG'S, STOV E S, WASH E R OR DRY E RS 
m m m m m ~ m .  
District of Terrace Only 
I n  
difficulty 
These fellows found that even getting rid of this 
trailer, which caught ;h'e and burned here during the 
winter, was a bit of 8 problem. The wheels on the far 
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side of the dolly didn't make the corner on the way Into 
the dump on Old Remo Road Saturday, and that's 
where the trouble started. 
English 
testing 
planned 
The Northwest Com- 
mtmity College Is holding an 
English placement test 
November 6, 1979, from 7 
p.m, to 9 p.m. at each of its 
centres in Terrace, Klt imat, 
Prince Rupert and Smlthers. 
Students enter ing most 
post-secondary schools In 
B.C. are now required to 
write this placement test. 
Scores from this test are 
used by English depart- 
ments to assist students to 
choose English courses 
appropriate to their needs. 
This sitting of the tent at 
the college is being held to 
aecomodate those people 
intending to enroll in a 
college or university first- 
year English course in 
January, 1980. 
Persons who would be 
planning to write this test 
are urged to make the 
college aware scon, either 
directly or through the 
Community Education 
Services co-ordinator in 
their area. Enquiries may 
also be directed to the 
Student Services office in 
Terrace (635-65U). 
This tent will be run at the 
college eentren 
~j,,:  
TERRACE SHOPPING CENTRE 
INTRODUCING PLA"TEX 
& PANTIES 
AT 
I 
COMPLETE LINE 
"CROSS YOUR HEART" 
What a difference a day makes...the day you cross over to 
"SUPER LOOK" "18HOUR" "SOFT SIDER" BRAS & PANTIES 
... PLAYTEX, 
CANADIAN ~R'ANb " 
CIGARETTES 
PER CARTON ' 
LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER 
CREST 
TOOTHPASTE 
100 ML.  
I I I I  
OUR EVERDAY LOW PRICE $1.23 
i l l  
ABC 
POWDER 
DETERGENT 
6 L ITRE 
st99 
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE $3,09 
_ J  
SCOTTIES 
TISSUES 
69" 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 8~c 
GLAD 
KITCHEN 
CATCHERS 
12's 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 79c 
PEEK FREEN 
BISCUITS 
69 c 
7 oz. 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 87c 
LIFE 
BABY 
SHAMPOO 
69'; 250 ml. 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE qqc 
m PRICES IN EFFECT TUES• OCT 9 thru SAT. OCT. 13 
While Stock Lasts 
STORE HOURS:  MON. .  FR I .  9 a.m..9 p.m. SAT. 9a .m.  - 6 p.m. SUN. 10a.m. - 5 p.m. 
i ii 
, t 
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COMMENT 
During the Year o~ the Child and the Family in 
British Columbia,.it has been my responsibility as 
Minkter of Human Resources to introduce new 
programs which recognize the importance of the 
family unit in our society. This year is proclaimed 
international Year of the Child, by the United Nations, 
and in British Columbia we have gone one step further 
in including the family in the recognition. 
Our provincial government has introduced new 
programs which are designed to improve and enrich 
the lives of children at home or elsewhere inthe world. 
I would like to share information about four of these 
programs in my report o you today. 
to you umy.  
Adoption, Special Needs Children: There are still 
many ddldren who, through unfortunate ctr- 
oumstanees, cannot find adoptive homes. The term 
"ap~al  needs" covers a variety of children, in- 
clnding those who are no longer infants, are han- 
dicapped, or have health, behavioural or emotional 
problems. We are undertaking an extra spoclal effort 
to see that in this province these children may be 
placed in loving homes. 
Ibelieve that in our communities there are many 
J By STAN PERSKY parents and families who are able to make the'special 
commitment eeded to provide love and security for a 
As a typical Canadian, naturally I'm all for God, ~nee~. .e~ld_  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Queen, Guy Lefleur and lots of law-and-order. . "~ne neqmns zor t;nuuren, zemm zz~: "tmsm a z~- 
Therofore~ , no one will ..__-o,,~ me of disL." nvaltv, for hour toll free telephone Helpline for children to report 
saying a few nasty words about he Pope, the RCMP, child abuse or neglect. The Helpline for children 
and Her Majesty's minions in Ottawa (as for Guy provide another means of access to the Minlatry s 
Lefleur well come on now some mln~s are services for dealing with child abuse and neglect, It is 
sacred)' . . . . .  " -"  intended to supplement existing services and provide 
Obviously Pope John Paul 11 is a swell guy, doesn't 
mind sleeping at Holiday Inns, and has a fantastic 
wardrobe. His U.S. tour last week was a smash suc- 
cess, as the Pon~ff played to millions in major 
American cities. 
But have you listened to what His Holiness has been 
saying? In Philadelphia he denounced extramarital 
sex as "moral anarchy," said it was God's will that 
women never be priests, reaffirmed the church's 
stand against divorce; and told priests that marriage 
didn't mix with serving God. In Chicago, he blasted 
birth control. 
Let's •leave aside the touch subjects like ex- 
tramarital sex (after all, the Pope's franchise on sin is 
more secure than Colonel Sanders' stranglehold on 
chickens). But really, is there anyone in 1979 who can 
take the Pope seriously on the subject of birth control? 
As for who can become apriest and the question of 
wbether priests hould be allowed to marry, I suppose 
the church fathers can always ay it's their ballgume 
and if you don't like the rules, you can always go play 
in someone else's pew. But at least he rest of us don't 
have to pretend that the Pope is being rational (cer- 
taiuly not about the role of women). 
Attendance atRoman Catholic mass has dropped by 
50 per cent in the U.S. in the last decade; the number 
of men entering the priesthood has similarly plum- 
meted;' Whil~ millions thought it a thrill to get a 
glimpse of Christ's Vicar, eventually popes go back to 
Rome and the millions are left to live with a set of 
ideas about sex that don't make sense to the majority. 
Though the Pon~f's presence gave a temporary 
boost to the church, in the long run, increasingly 
empty pews will testify that his pastoral visit only 
contributed to the church's losing fight to keep the 
faithful. 
I don't mind the Pope bing plugged in to Higher 
Powers, but I do object to the RCMP being plugged 
into my telephone. 
Last week the McDonald Royal Commission in- 
vestigating RCMP wrong-doing ot underway again 
(actually they're probing RCMP crimes, but most of 
the media uses the term "wrong-doing" because it 
sounds more genteel). 
Commission chairman Mr. Justice David McDonald 
re-opened the hearings by disclosing the existence of 
Operation Checkmate, a program of disruptive tactics 
~including sending phoney letters - B.C. Socreds 
please note) aimed at what the RCMP considered 
subversive groups in Toronto, Vancouver and other 
cities. The operation - "which may not have been 
authorized or provided for by law," said McDonald -
took place between 1972 and 1974. McDonald said that 
the force is still free to use Checkmate-style tactics 
because of a broadly-worded cabinet directive issued 
in 1975. 
The directive, giving the Mounties almost unlimited 
discretion to "monitor, deter, prevent and counter 
individuals and groups" suspected of subversion, 
came under attack at last week's hearings by the 
Canadian Bar Association. The lawyers urged fighter 
government controls over RCMP national security 
operations. 
The Bar Association wasn't he only group urging 
moderation. They were followed by the Canadian Civil 
Liberties Assn., which called for better protection of 
individual rights in this country and less sweeping 
powers for government when invoking emergency 
measures acts. 
"The law in this country," said the civil liber- 
tarians, "has for too long been characterized by a 
reverence for order as against freedom." Amen. 
This week Joe Clark opens Parliament and Guy 
Leflcur takes to the ice at the Montreal Forum. In the 
last of the pre-season warmups, EXternal Affairs 
Minister Flora McDonald, in a speech last week to the 
Empire Club (in that a club that supports the growth of 
empires?), whined about poor Third World countries 
not being nice to Canada. 
"We're friends to everyone, the honest brokers," 
she moaned. "We've spent billions ... and yet last 
month the non.-alligned countries cheerfully branded 
us imperialists." She was referring to a resolution at 
the Havana Conference denouncing our plans to 
recognize Israeli territorial ambitions by shifting our 
embassy to Jerusalem. 
Let's hear that "honest broker" line again. We only 
wanted to move our embasssy, thus spitting in the 
faces of the Palestinians, in order to garner a few 
more Tory votes from Jewish ballot.easters in 
Toronto. An honourable motive, indeed. 
Come on Flora, let's stick to selling Candu reactors 
to ~he Argentinians. 
The Herald welcomes its leaders comments. 
All letters to the editor of gen~'al public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bed taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
I 
access to them foi- people who may not be able to find 
the appropriate local telephone number in a moment 
of stress. 
This service provides a three part service; first for 
children who are abused and neglected, secondly, for 
parents who require help in a stressful situation and 
don't knowwhere to turn and thirdly, for citizens who 
are aware of a situation of abuse and neglect. Under 
provincial law, it is the respomibility of citizens to 
advise the Ministry of Human Resources of any 
situation i volving abuse and neglect. It then becomes 
the ministry's responsibility to see that the proper 
services are given to correct the problem. The 
Helpline for Children number is Zenith 1234. 
Watch Me Grow: Life hooks for children who are 
d~ilmanent wards. During this year, at least 3,800 
dren in the care of the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare wlil receive aLife Book. This book, to be kept 
by the child, will provide a record of the child's family 
background and life experience. 
Special Child Abuse-Neglect Policy Handbook: This 
is a Joint project of the Ministries of Human 
Resources, Health, Attorney General and Education, 
Science and Technology. The policy handbook will be 
distributed throughout the province to professionals 
and agencies in the field of child abuse and neglect. 
The handbook will assist he delivery of a coordinated 
and unified service in cases involving child abuse and 
he,  oct. 
These are just some of the programs introduced 
during the Year of the Child and the Family in British 
Columbia. An of course it is important to realize that 
these programs are not just for this year. They are 
ongoing and so is our commitment to the well being of 
children and families in our province. 
H you would llke more information about any of 
these programs, please feel free to contact he local 
office of the Ministry of Human Resources or write to 
me: Grace McCarthy, 'Parliament Buildings, Vic- 
toria, B.C., VSV 1X4. 
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"This is a petition to force a plebiscite 
oil the stupid iaw that makes it easy to get 
petitions to force plebiscites." 
I 
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OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
J BY RICHARD "JACKSON 
Ottawa- Brace yourself for the next ripoff rom your 
taxes to sweeten the already sugary benefits of your 
Honorable Member of Parliament. 
Severance pay is in the works. 
Balm-in addition to a lifetime pensien--for the MP 
who doesn't make it in an election. 
It has to be taken seriously for the idea comes from 
the office of Prime Minister Joe Clark. 
His Director of Human Resources, herself a 
defeated one-term MP in an east Ottawa riding, Jean 
Pigott, came up with it. 
She's not proposing it for her own benef.it:,mi..nd you," 
because she's already out of Parliament n" m- at the 
Prime Minister's office. 
What gave he the idea, she says quite frankly, was 
"sympathy" for a defeated Liberal MP who came 
locking to her~ as the Prime Minister's Human 
Resources Director, for her assessment of the political 
job market for recently unemployed parliamen- 
tarians. 
She says she felt "sorry for him," and presto, the 
idea of severance pay for parliamentarians popped 
into her head. 
This has got to be pretty redickle-doekle. 
Even the Liberals, in running up parliamentary pay 
to an annual $41,300, never thought of it. 
And they pretty well covered the waterfront on 
parliamentary pay and benefits, including a pension 
that pays for life after only six years in the Commons 
and starts out at something approaching $5,000, 
~ eaking at an annual $18,000 with cost of living in- exing at 65. 
A quick check of the Finance Department's 
Estimates and a handy electronic calculator sets the 
cost of each MP for one year in Parliament at $297,560. 
The Commons costs ;83,912,000 to operate annually 
and there are 282 MPs. A straight question of division 
of dollars by bodies. 
And that's not counting grants, the cost of the 
Senate, and the bill for various ubsidies and services 
beyond the already lofty standards. 
Now severance pay. 
When you're an MP, it seems, party politics don't 
matter all that much, because you're all good pals 
together. 
On this very point a loveiy letter appeared on the 
editorial page of ottawa's leading newspaper the 
other da~. ~ /'~"" ~; 
It read, in Part: 
"I see where Joe Clark has generously granted 
Pierre Trudeau, at taxpayers' expense, a 
housekeeper, cook and a third person to help him cope 
in Stornoway." 
(Storncway's the official residence of the Leader of 
[ the Opposition, and the party usually pays the 
freight.) 
"Where can I apply for such service? 
[ "Surely P.E.T. should not be the only one to benefit 
[ from such taxpayer generosity . . . .  . 
:J:..,:r"I qdalify. Like Pierre I made a mlstmte ~m 
"[ " judgment and am a single parent with three small 
I children, 
"And I can well understand his problems because I 
face and try my best o cope with them daily, 
"Mr. Clark is correct-it is too much to expect a 
person living alone with three children and an outside 
job too. 
. ~ I ,  too, need the satisfaction of contributing to 
~M~iet~, free of any feeling of guilt !or neglecting my 
"So how do l go about applying for my three 
government paid household staff?" 
To which the editor eplied: 
"Better go into politics. Politicians know they 
cannot cope as well as the average taxpayer and so 
give themselves special care and privileges. 
"To be sure, it is often hard to disagree with their 
, claims of incompetence. The evidence is all around 
us. Few Canadians dispute it," 
Hear hear! 
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
i 
Democracy, anyone? 
Now, there is a word with a clean, wholesome, 
sound. Like motherhood and the flag, something in 
which to believe, smug in the knowledge that its 
blessings flow throughout our national fabric. 
What is democracy? By definition, 'rule by the 
people', or more correctly, a form of government that 
conforms to the wishes of the majority of its citizens. 
Our system of government is said to be democratic. 
Trudeau mouthed phrases uch as 
democracy, while he imposed metric participatory conversion, 
abolition of the death penalty, PetroCanada, nd 
firearms control, all against the wishes of most 
Canadians. 
So much for democracy! 
Now, Broadbent and his true believers are trying to 
prevent the welling of all or part of PetroCanada and 
other Crown corporations. We are told that the people 
demand that Clark reconsider and go back on his 
word. We are now being told that the people of this 
country did not, in fact, elect Clark's government to 
govern according to his promises, but instead, ac- 
cording to the wishes and philosophy of the NDP and 
the defeated Liberals. 
Because I believe in democracy and the Wisdom of 
an informed electorate, I cannot condone the actions 
and efforts of the two socialist parties " 
If I would criticize this federal government, it would 
be because of its lack of action to correct the abuses of 
the former government. I would be in favour of 
referendums to gather the ideas of the people. I would 
favour a more rapid exchange ofinforniatlon between 
government and its electors. This would promote the 
idea of democracy. 
And it would take the wind out of the sails of those 
rabble rousers who, without popular support, would 
try to in!erfere with the carrying but 0f nceded and 
~ll l~ I 
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Series starts today 
BALTIMORE (AP) --  Jackson had nine hits in =3 at 
Baltimore manager Earl bats with twohome rum and 
eight runs hatted in. The 
Dodgers' main DH, Lee 
Lacy, went 2-fer-14. 
• May hit 19 home runs and 
had 69 RBIa this season as 
the Baltimore DH. Without 
*him batUn~ regularly the 
Orioles offence will suffer. 
"I'd rather see a pitcher 
up there than a Lee May, or 
anybody," said lanky Bruce 
Klson, Pittkbur~h's starting 
pitcher in the best-o~-seven 
Series. Klaon had eight hits 
thie year, ecored eight runs 
and drove in six, including 
four with a grand.slam home 
run. He hit Just .145. 
But the only contact 
Orioles' starter Mike 
Flana~an has had with the 
bat is seeing it in somebody 
else'e hands. Flanagan, 
however, was baseball's 
winnlngest pitcher this 
season withe 2.3.9 record and 
a 2.65enrned.run average, 
making him the favorite to 
win the Cy Young Award as 
the AL's beat pitcher. 
Kteon wan 13-4 with a 3.14 
ERA, and was outstanding in
thePirates' September d ive 
to the NL Eustem Division 
title, winning his last five. He 
is 4-0 in past-access play. 
Baltimore, which led the 
majors with 102 victories this 
season, plays host for the 
first two games. The ndddle 
three are scheduled for 
Pittsburgh, and the final 
pair, ff needed, b Baltimore. 
Weaver admitted he was 
having trouble deciding on a 
starting lineup beeauee ofIda 
inability to use the DH. If he 
decided to put May in the 
lineup it meant moving a lot 
Weaver was concerned 
about losing the use ~ his 
designated hitter as his 
Orioles prepared to open the 
lm W~rld Series to~ht  
agaimt Pittsburgh Pirates. 
"It certainly is going to 
make a difference,", said 
Weaver, mentor of the 
American League cham- 
~ons. 
Manager Chuck Tanner of 
the National League 
champion Pirates made it 
dear he would rather play 
without the DH, an 
American League institution 
disdained by the National 
League. 
"We haven't had to de 
without it since the 1971 
World Series," Weaver 
lamented. "Lee May (the 
Orioles DH in the regular 
sealing), was a big pert of 
our offence. What effect it 
has will depend on the other 
eight gUYs in our starting 
lineup." 
Tanner, who has managed 
in the American Lea@e, 
• aid he prefers managing 
without the designated 
hitter. 
"It's a different ball  
game," he said. "The pit- 
chera bonofit.lt he~ are good 
athletes, a~d'tl~,, manager 
has to rn~k~ ~Ore moves. 
You have to.decide after six 
innings when you're behind 
1-0. Are you going to pinch 
hit? With the DH nobody in 
the stands cares." 
The DH was used every 
other year in the Series, and 
last year, when the Yankees 
beat Los An~elea Dodgers, 
New York DH Reggle 
of players around defen- DougDeClnces at third. 
sively. The odds are May's 
Series relewlll be as a pinch "The Orioles are the most 
hitter. , dese-knit dubI've ver been 
The Orioles are expected associated with," Singleton 
to use John Lowenstein in said. 
left field, AI Bumbry in The Orioles were listed as 
centre and Ken Singleton in 6-5 favorites to win the 
right, with Eddie Murray at opener and were given a 
first, BillySmith and Mark slight edge for the Series 
Bainnger the second base- because of four games 
shortstop combination, and scheduled in Baltimore. 
• Enough, 
to make 
,you cry 
COOKS, Mich, (ALP) -- 
Paul Bubladelin is Uving a 
football coach's nightmare: 
He dreads the end of every 
game, yet fears the final gun 
will never sound. 
His Big Bay de Nee Black 
Bears have become the 
worst high school team in 
United States football 
history. 
With their 46~ lose to Bark 
River.Harrie last Friday 
night, the Black Bears have 
been outecored 774-0 in their 
• lest 14 games. 
"We didn't want this thing 
to happen," Babladelis said.' 
"But it did. I guess we've 
reached the bottom; the only 
way to go now is up." 
The Big Bay scoreless 
streak involves the last 14 
games, but the Black Bears' 
losin~ string now stands at 
23, 
Richard's Cleaners Ltd. 
"use our handy drive-in window" 
ONL Y STEAMEX HAS 6 SPRA Y JETS 
~ ~  ... .~. These accessories help 
to clean your carpets 
easier and better: 
Power Scrubber 
Upholstery Cleaner 
Soil Retardant Applicator 
3. MACHINES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS 
J Sanltonc I 
3223 Emerson 
III.6119 
OPEN 
Man, thru Sat, 
I ~ _ _ !  BUS INESS CLOTHING 1 
RENTAL  SERVICES LTO.  
SALES & RENTAL  
LICENSE{) OFERAIOR 
Downtown Terrace 
'TOO 
ALLOWANCE ON A NEW 
RCA XL-IO0 COLOR TV 
If your old color TV is getting "tired", don't des. 
pair/Because it's worth big money towards the 
purchase of a new RCA XL-?O0 co/or TV with 
SignaLock abe-button electronic tuning. Other 
models - including RCA ColorTrak - also availa- 
ble while they last, many with remote control. 
So hurry/ 
LIMITED TIME 
~d~l i I~= ONLY! 
UP TO 
TRADE-IN " ' 
AI'I' b~,VANCE 
UP TC 
'40 
TRADE- IN  
FD475 
2•6" Xl . - lOO*  
decorator  conso le  
Features Automatic Color Control 
and Fleshtone Correction for a 
superb color picture! Available in 
Mediterranean-style cabinet 
(shown) or Colonial. 
20"  XL-100t  RoomMate  tab le  mode l  
Automatic Color Control and FLeshtone Correction plus 
energy-efficient XtendedLife chassis.., it adds up to a great 
color TV buyf Smart walnutgralned cabinet• 
26"  p ic ture  tuba (63-cm d ingor l / I I  p tch l r~)  
J 20"  p~cture  tube  (48-cm d=nt jOr la l  p .c t t i re )  
GD688 
BEARS 
TIE 
VIKINGS 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Alberta Golden Bears and 
Victoria Vikings scored 
second.half goals off 
indirect free kicks' 
Saturday in a Canada 
West University AthleUe 
Association game that 
ended in a 1-1 draw. 
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Last half mile 
act ion in  race 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Gary Giles overtook a Lions 
Gate Road Runners team- 
mate in the final half mile to 
win the Vancouver club's 
ninth annual 2~m~e race 
Saturday in Stanley Park. 
Giles finished in one hour, 
49 minutes and 51 seconds to 
was third, two minutes 
behind Taunton. 
Other top finishers were 
Lions Gate's Bruce Shaw in 
1:52:38 and Andre Girard of 
Victoria in 1:53:10. 
Wolf Mashon of Lions Gate 
edge Jack Tausto~ who placed sixth in 1:53:33. 
cro~sed the finch ~ne in Msahon'stimemade hirnthe 
1:50:07. Rob MacKenzie, winner inthemastersover- 
also of the Lions Gate club. 40divisiou. 
HU MPJ(E ATOPDUGDHI,,, 
YOU COME 
OUT ON 
TOPI 
1973 CHEV % TON 
10' Security Camper 
@•• • i t  •~ l  e l  • | t ie  e • • • to .e l  • ~ee • e • • .............................. $6995 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. standard 
eo eta  • eeoc•  eeeeeoeeootoe•ooe•~• e 0 I l i l i l l l l l  I ••~Oel l i •  I t•  l l  I "1 I I I  $4895 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
......................................  ... .. .... $4195 
1977 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
................................... $10,500 
1977 OLDSIDILE CUTLASS SALON 
, - -  . .... 55595 3door . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~... ~..~.:,,,~. ~ , ,~ .  , . .~. .~.~. . . ,v . . . . .  • '.,.: ":'. 
1978 CAmeO 
V, auto, stereo, etc. $6895 
eeesee•  e= • =e o•  e•  •••o  ie  Bee  ee•=l•o  Bee  •eH• eo  •eo• l  o ee=~e~ , ~*o• le  o 
1910 T-BIRD TOWH LANDAU 58795 
i *•* ,• le•eee••e••••=e•• l  ••H•••••* l l  • , ,& , , i -  H e lo l ' ' e  I •H  • a°  I l l  
• I -ill ftUiP.~i~l(f~(.' .;' ' . ,. • • I • .'d~].r ~'., '" " 
1977 ClEV BEAUVILLE VAN 
$6295 • a•o  oa0m • •e  • oc t•  o s•  e • e • me• e . *  • e*  o 0 .  e • • 'o•  eoo  • I•  e e*  * e•~•o ooe  coo  am• 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security, frlclge, furnace, etc. 
• e•  • •e•e••e  •• J  • • .  " • • • •u•m•e i•• ie t to•  •go  • ••  o s gab  e•eeoee  •e  sees  
$12 995 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAD 
TuTone paint, V8 auto, 6' box 
• Je Je l  • • *eeee•  le* l  • l  *H .o= eo•eeeee oeeoee  • •eee  * o *o  
............... $6495 
1977COUGAR XR7 
V6, auto trans., PS & PB 
• •e l  e=a iQt  e o l l l l l l t , t  I o e I H i e e o  o . *oo  
.. ...... , .................. $5395 
!OT~,,!OMD, o BRONCO 4x4 . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : . : .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~bOUO , lB . .e l se*  J Be ,  l i e  ee lo lo .  H e l *  t *  
1979 20 FT, OKANAGAN 
Motorhome.  Only  4,000 k l lometres  
. . , - ° .  $20,996 AT ONLY 
Torraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 hiih 
636-4064 
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I Revenge is 
' T   hie d,g otive 
or the other is thirsting for 
revenge. 
The Eskimos laked their 
thirst in grand style Monday, 
dismantllng the Alouettes 47- 
I 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 6 in the last regular.season 
Rock, Patio BIoc~,~ncre~Grovel, ~gsof~m~t ,  ~ ~ .  ~1S l i l  the  o |dBODYMcEwan,sSHOP encounter between thc 
V. Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. NO IF" OPEN W,,= and Eastern Con- 
ference leaders of the 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS Canadian Football League. 
PHONE LIIS.~ That left the Alouettes and 
F.J.H. READY MIX euach Joe Seanella hoping 
Co, sh'ucllon Ltd. for another ematch in the 
~ .  ~ ~AMI~j5  E~=:  L last week of November for 
re ,  Shop the Grey Cup. 
(Across frgl the. Skooila Hotel) "Right now they're a bettor team," Scanella said 
|£X~.'~'~4~: . . . . . . .  J ,~ssz. 13 ,. fOR • of the Eskimos, "and we 
Plant OffTbarnhlllKrumm Road i~.~., ~" ,o,, -,~.~ ~ ,n C~T~ 00~ 4513 Gre ig  635-2326 , it.have todo. something about 
' "I would llke to play them 
, , again, I really would," 
In other CFL games 
Yellowh dHay | i ' . Sunday, Hamilton Tiger- VAN S OONTRItOTI"6 Cats moved into a tie with GLACIER ea  Furnture" lleFm Toronto for third place in the & Gra Eastern Conference by 
L _,-3, 4418 Legion Avme ;n  . humiliating the Argonauts 
42-3, while Calgary Stam- 
A ~'~" Terrace, B.C. -Complete lineof livestock feed and supp lement  ~Restorat io ls ,  Hope Chests pudern s,.-vived two win. 
b~ -Clean and utility grain ~ ClstOla Made Furniture, Refinishing napes marches late in the S - Founts and feeders for all livestock game to defeat the Btue 
• Dry dog & cat food Bombers 18-13. 
,., A Complete  Glass and • Pet travelling cages made to measure ~ ~. ieleral a lMa|  Coltractilg Sunday, Ottawa Rough 
Riders edged winless 
Aluminum Serv ice  3315 C la rk  St .  635-3867 ~P~IO K | [um ~6-~6 Ter r |o{ l  Saskatchewan Roughriders 20-19, thanks to a failed two- 
S~tht conversion attempt by 
skatehewan on the final 
L Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing play of the game. G N0W OPEN. t Residential. ,ndush'lal. Specializing Gas Plttl~ "Everybody did what 
R U and Sheet Metal Shop they're supposed to do," 
Edmonton coach Hugh 
6 Campbell said after his team 
0 B , Charlie Belanger qagWqnterprises displayed the balanced of. 
C D PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. fensive and defensive punch 
[ R 'Unique Bathroom 'Boutique' MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS that carried the Esks to the Grey Cup over Montreal last 
year. 
R 0 4434 LAKELSE AVENUE Quarterbacks Tom 
y 2701 South Kalum St. M wm~,.on and Warren Moon 
635-6180 A P.O. BOX 534 PHONE 635-9319 Wayne t3S.$1,14 TERRACE, B.C. VEG 4B5 OR 635.9320 Days IklS423S Ernla 53S-9253 led an attack that rolled up 496 yards, while the Ed- 
From ~ a .m. p I1 p.m, I' Install t Service Gas, Wood & OII Forances monton defense..held the 
CFL'a leading rusher, David 
Green, to 68 yards. • 
Edmonton built quarter Wayside Groceries FREE NORTHWEST PIPE leads of 14-0, 38-0 and 46-O, Green scored the Ais' only 
4711-G Keith Ave. TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES AND EQUIPMENT LTO. touchdown early 1. the 
For these items fourth quarter, and a two- 
. point conversion attempt ~i , ) . r  l ' r i c .d lv  , 'o .~e,~ience store ,bear teeth .bear claws PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, ' failed. 
HOURS: * w01f teeth . beaver teeth HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, Edmonton collected three 
WATER SO.FTENE RS-- AND MORE -- touchdowns passing - -  two 
, moose or deer antlers [slngleorpalr) ' by Waddell Smith and a 77- 
t~s  7:30 am - 12:30  am 5239 Keith Avenue - ~e~ a~. ~o yard pass-and-run.effort by 
" Available at the front desk of the 'Brian Kelly ~ ,two ; TDs 
~.~. .ds  10:00 am-  11:00 pm TERRACE HOTEL . . . .  635-'/158 " " rusliing and' a,other ~on Larry Hlghbaugh's 5S-yard 
return of a Joe Barnes in- 
terception. J T Dave Cutler kicked six IN Ol lrl.  EP, IN . v . ,a f ie ld  goal and a single and. punter Hank erraee Electronic Repairs Ltd. .esic contributed a single. 
GI~I  $ I The Eaks, who had sur- 
e ILl, r s .v , ,  TEH~ F J~ ~'1'"~T fered their first loss of the 
== I ,e_.,d#'t AUTHORIZED I ~ _  I • ~ ) ~ ~ b v e d  their record to 10- 
"" J ~ SERVICE I % U . . . . . . .  A~r22-~. l  :i-s'and,to~,a three.polnt.;~and'&./flv~d touchdown 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrare ' , ": '  ~;' ; ! " ' :~- -~*  DepOT , .... ~,,,~w'KPENDABLE Jr ~ ~ lead ov~r the second.pldee " pass from Brbek to Gervais. 
i " q[e ~"  Philips, Magnavox, Zenith I . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • • I British Columbia Lions in The victory gave third. 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts I Sanyo, Toshiba I ~ .=1 ~_r~m~nt~u ~ .  ~ I the WFC. place Calgary a 9-3 record 
i ?,~m.-Sat. -- 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. I m~a~ta~[tu~ ~! l~[b  . . . . . . .  i The Alouettes now are 3-4- for 18 points, two behind the 
ANYONECANSHOPATDELIGHTS.., I Frldsy--9a.m..Dp.m. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - . . .~u~, , . j  1, three points ahead of Llons. Winnipeg dropped to" 
ONLYMEMBERSGETDISCOUNTS I el23 Lakalso &15,-~ xuu mvvr,.x W~I~'r~LL . Ottawa. 3.10. 
' inju d., 
STRR )RRD " m 
EASTSIDE Tagge re 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT D~Af~ Place ay go coaching 
TRCK YRCHTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK VANCOUVER (CP) -- what he doctor says," Rapp 
' "- 21' to 30' Sailboats WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR re-lnjured his left knec and is floating around in hl,~ knee. 
& Accessories WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 .o , ,  BnUNSWlCK PnODUCTS. constdered by the eeaohi.g "He ;uat dropped back to 
staff to be a doubtful starter set up and it went out on 
- - - ' - - - - -  443e Lakelse 63S-2104 3~,~ KALU~ STREET for next Sunday's Canadian him." 
Ken Hanson" YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE TE,,~c~, o.c. PHONE 635.2473 againstF°°tball- OttawaLeague Roughgame The Lious have 10St o Ed- 
Riders. monton Eskimos and beaten 
Y practice Friday, the second Toronto Argonauts with 
ARE YOU READ FOR day of drills in full strip for Tagge who has been _ 
sidelined for three games Tagge was sidelined. 
THE COLD WEATHER?  • Smooth Sailing , C & H Industrial Cleaning heeause of ablood clot on the Also doul)tful for I 
knee. tawa@ ame is slotbacl Lad, Head coach Vie Bapp said Bailey wh( pulled 
~ ~ [  .. Saturday he bad intended to_  strlng mus,.le In Ed~ "WE CLEAN" w~ TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" activate Tagge for the Ot- Sept, 16 anJhas bee 
CHIMNEYS- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES tawa game. sparlnily 1~; the Lioz 
"Now we'll Just have to see two games. 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAl- I 3212 KALUM PII011E ~S-SSG"~ J' Steom Cleaning and Pressure Washing RenD jackpot beats  COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS . . Pl~na 6SS-16~4 ,o, 635-~$45 
In Hamilton, the playoff- 
hungry Tiger-Cats sunk their 
claws deep into the 
Argonauts to sweep their 
hams-and-home series and 
hand Toronto its sixth loss in 
a row. 
The biggest crowd of the 
year at Ivor Wynne Stadium, 
27,293, watched as quar- 
terback Tom Clements 
played havoc with the 
Toronto secondary while 
fullback Nell Lumsden 
scored three touchdowns 
against his former team. 
mates. 
"It was a lot of fun playing 
out there," said Clements, 
who completed 23 of 31 
passes for 433 yards and 
three touchdowns. 
His favorite target, Leif 
Pettersen, abbed six passes 
for 185 yards. 
"I've never seen a ball 
game as frustrating and 
crushing as this one, 
muttered Argo coach 
Fattest Gregg, whose team 
now Is 4-8 with one game in 
hand over Hamilton. "We 
didn't play well either way 
offensively or d~fensively, 
but they did. They got ready 
for us." 
Clemenis fired a 22.yard 
touchdown pass to Kerry 
Smith and a 13.yard TD to 
newly-acquired Gord Pat- 
terson. Zenon Andrusyshyn 
had five converts, two field 
goals and a single. 
Toronto got a 39-yard field 
goal from lan Sunter. 
In Winnipeg, the Blue 
Bombers marched to the 
Calgary three-yard line 
twice in the fourth quarter, 
only to lose the hall on downs 
the first time and run out of 
time the second. 
The final try by Winnipeg 
came lifter ~ Ricky Wesson 
intercepted: ~' pass by 
Calgary quarterback Ken 
Johnson and the Blue 
Bombers marched from 
their own 38-yard line to the 
Stampeder three. 
On the last play of the 
game, defensive back 
Robert Sparks hit receiver 
Brian Gervais in the end 
zone just as a pass from 
Dieter Brock arrived, thus 
breaking up the play and 
sealing the .victory for 
Calgary. ' 
Linebaeker Doug Bat. 
tershill returned an in- 
terception 35 yards for 
Calgary's only touchdown 
and J.T. Hay boet~d three 
field goals. Punter Mike 
MoTague added two wind- 
assisted singles. 
Winnipeg's points came 
two field goals by the CFL's 
leading scorer, Bernie Ruoff, 
secondyear signal-caller Joe 
Paopao at the controls ince 
btful the Ot. 
 g  i h k Terry 
il y o a ham. 
i c i monton 
t,  d has en used 
sparingly in the Lions' last 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. the  S F U  C l a n s m e n  
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum " 
Unit. Alto Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compresssdalrforpolltlveactlon. *4eoJoHNO,Z. *O.,o.o *=°O~'"  " ' '=  BUSIIIESSMMI! REND, NeD, (CP) -  establtsha26-3helflimel.d 
WnH =TH W.ZZ~ * e*CKF=L.,NO * I.ZWUN= I Quarterback Larry Wenrnan as he was good on 15 of 26 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" hit the end zone jackpot four attempts for 229 yards as the 
times in the first half with Clads record slipped to 3-2, 
Call the PRO.VAC people tod,y and sea for yourself. ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ' O -  .L_ _.,. __ Th is  Space I s  Reserved u ..,,,t°uchd°Wnof Nevada-RenDS°Sacs as strikesHe fivethreWyardst°uchd°Wnto Bubba 
downed Simon Fraser Meicher, 17 yards to Jim 
P hone;  Pro-Vac Industries TERRACE University.Clansmen 35-10 in Mason, 25 yards to his 
Terrace 635"5292 Can. Lffi. For Your IMuA~J a National Association of younger brnther Steve and 29 Intercollegiate Athletics yards to John Yitari. Mark 
Services Division PHONE ANv'rm~ e football game in this gam- Henderson blocked an SFU 
Kltlmat 632-2466 Kltlmat-Terracs, B.C. DAVE & ALLAN 635.3505 being centre, kick in the end zone for the 
Warman's aerial attack other touchdown. 
' " ' enabled the Wotfpack to Simon Fraser quarterback 
j j Mark Amer completed a 91. 
yard pass and run play to 
NAME WELL REMEM- wide receiver John Pa~ratz 
BERED for the Clan touchdown and 
(~;  ~ ]~./I ]~./1 ~[Y  # C ~  ~ Q ~  ~ ~  ~ ~  (~~ ? Dr. Alexander Wetmore, Brian Gent added a second. C~ ~~ (~  ~~ ~~ ~ ? C dean of American.or. qoarterfieldgoal. 
nithologists, has bad more Amer also threw 26 times 
r~ I~N than 50 topographical places but completed only nine for T@DD   ¢ and living ereatures named H6 yards while the Wolfpack 
for him, ranging from a limited the SFU ground 
SouthPoleglaciertoabathe game to 66 yards as RenD 
discovered in Central balanced its attack with 287 
J JJ J[ America. yards on the ground, 
i 
SPORTS COMMENT 'I 
By DON SCHAFFER 
The Orioles and the Pirates will be playing off 
starting tonight for the World Series, in case you have 
been fishing or hiding in a hole all weekend. Since 
Thanksgiving is passed, I feel it is safe to stick my 
neck out and make a prediction. 
I pick the. orioles, in seven games. Let it be known, 
however, that my prediction isbased solely on the fast 
that I don't like the Pirates' Halloween-style uniforms. 
Other than that, the teams will provide a good contest 
between different strengths. 
The Pirates are an awesome hitUng team, led by 
Dave Parker, Willie Stsrgell and the man who beat the 
Expos, Phil Garner• 
The Orioles have a strong pitching staff, made up of 
four no-name starters and several lesser-known 
relievers. Deepite their lack of acclaim, they did lead 
the Orioles to the best record in the league this season, 
and they should be pressed hard by the Pittsburgh 
sluggers to mainta in  their winning pace. 
As I sai~l, Baltimore in seven, but please don't make 
book on it just because I say so. I picked Cincinnatti to 
beat the Pirates, too. 
In local sports, the Timbermen's eason will be 
'starting soon, and the team is looking better all the 
time. Tonight they meet the Kitimat Winterhawks, 
who I haven't seen yet, but seem to be able to score 
goala fairly well, based on their last two decisions, the 
94 game over Terrace and their 10-6 loss against 
Prince Rupert. Both teams should provide good 
hockey for home-town fans, and I will try to get 
enough people organized so that all the scores will he 
here, all through the season. 
In the matter of organization, I would still like to see 
more input of local sports here at the Herald. I am 
trying to get hold of everyone involved in local sports, 
but since I haven't been left with a lot of sources, and 
being new in town, it is difficult to find out who runs 
what. If you have information about a club, a team, 
or a league, cal l  the Herald at 635-6357. 
I 'd appreciate hearing from anyone in Terrace or 
Kitimat, and ff you are in Kitimat, feel free to call 
collect. . . . 
Timbermen win 
m TSmltmhers 
The ' - the second, the Terrace 
bermen travelled to squad had fallen behind 3- 
Smithers on Stmcmy to 2.  " 
play the Totems there T imbermen scorers 
and came away with a 5-4 were Dave Sharpe with 
win. Timbermen Coach two goals, with Lee 
Dale Kushner said that Marleau, Mike Mowat 
his team looked very and Doug Linton each 
good, and that had they with singles, Smithers 
not had a five-minute scorers were not 
lapse at the beginning of available. 
the second period, the In other PNWHL 
Timberman would have games over the weekend, 
dominated the games'  the Kitimat Winterhawks 
scoring, were beaten 10-6 by the 
The Timbermen took a. defend ing  ' l eague  
2-01end in the first period, champions Prince Rupert 
but fell asleep during the Kings on Saturday night. 
intermission. By the time Details nf this game were 
flv~_ minutes were ffone in not available 
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Islanders, Rangers top picks 
• Another team being looked 
on as a possible surprise 
finisher is Colorado Rockies. 
The acquisition of head 
coach Don Cherry f rom 
Boston Bruias is one of the 
But the Flames will have 
to fight hard to dislodge New 
York Islanders from the top 
the Patrick Divisiou. 
With outstanding players 
such as Denis Potvin, Hart 
Trophy winner Bryan 
Trot'for, Mike Bossy and 
Clark Gillle~, the Islanders 
are aiming for the Stanley 
~)l~elr only weakness 
seems to be a &~enes  on 
the Trottier line without 
much to back it up. Glenn 
Resch and Bill Smith are top- 
ranked gonltenders. 
By EATON HOWIIT 
The Canadlsn Pren 
Edmonton Oilers, who last 
year wound up on top of the 
World Hockey Association's 
regular schedule, won't do 
the same thing this year in 
the National Hockey 
Leaguers Clarence Campbell 
Canforonce but they. may 
make things interesting. 
With a couple of ex- 
cepUom, the Oilers are a 
team of youngsters led by 
the teen-aged star Wayne 
Gretzky. 
Coach Glen Sathor says 
that ff the team has to 
struggle the first year, he 
would rather struggle with 
though they were last in the 
Patrick Division last season, 
' Under new coach AI 
MacNeil, the former Mon- 
treal coach, they are going 
for a speedier style of play. 
Off-season acquisitions 
such as Nilason, and 
de fenceman Pekka  
Rautakallio from Finland' 
give them three lO0-point 
scorers. 
Nilsson, a 107.point scorer 
with the Jets, combines with 
Bob MacMillan and Guy 
Chouinard in the over-100 
class. 
reason .  
The addition of Rob 
Ramage on defonce also 
should help cossidarably. 
H Cherry live# up to his 
reputation, Colorado will 
soon forget last season when 
they were deep in the cellar 
of the Stay'he Division, the 
weakest in the league. 
Chicago Black Hawks, who 
finished on top of the Smytl~_ 
NFL R OUND UP Division las~ season, will have Tony Esposito back in 
" goal. He had been planning 
to retire. . yoong players. Tamp Bayl Other team, in the Smythe a OReS ~ Chicago coach Eddie 
Division of the Campbell Johnston said: "Taking 
BlackC°nferenceHawks,are ColoradoChicag° S ahawk wi  d ..o . .  : ,~=.o  
eo ies st  oui, Blues e s n secon  be ==.  Go, Lafleur away from Moa- 
VanconverCanucks and the OAvd.,ANU . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~p~-,) -- ~,'or winieea New York Giants ,real." 
former WHA champion ,i.,. =~.,..a .,.=i. ~,, o ,~,-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..;, edged Tampa Bay Buc- Dofeneemon Bob Murray 
Wi-un!]~g'-~e~'- -" ~" n of Oakland Raiders didnt cancers 17-14. and Doug Wilson are good 
m me ~'amcg uw,mo o. . . ,  = ,,.,o~d~'~n "Werenlly didn't expect o going beth ways and there 
the same conference are - - " - - " " - . - -~ . - - - ' : "  " - - - -  • . . . . . . .  Tne tiaiaers neat Mnam goandofeated," snidTanlpa always is Stsn Mikita,  
Islanders,Atlanta e'mmesrNew~eW YorkX°r" Dco°lnsP~l~ut ve ~;n~Y ~ i1~.3 • ,,Bay coaeh.... John McKay. although he finally is 
Rangers, Philadelphia . . . . . . . . .  that we've lost, we beginning to show his age. 
;e-~ r o~Vmt°rveean= ~a~h?~r ie~, ,  won't get so much attention, The Hawks should again end Flyers and Washington and there will be less in first place in their 
Ca itals The Caps moves - P : . . . . . . . .  televised nationally in the ~essure." division, 
over from me NOrr i s  . ~v e ,o  • I Fumt  I n  f~  ' n.~°;. .  ~. m,, -'.'ent ex '~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  Elsewhere, Pittsburgh And nobody can write off 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " National Football League, Steelers rolled over ~Sa nsi°n Philadelphia Flyers as long 
therrealignment'is not going strictly Linebacker Ted Hondricks Cleveland Browns 51-35, as they have Bobby Clarke, 
with a youth movement. He .intercepted a pass by Bob DenverBroncos blanked san the hardest worldng player 
will be banking heavily on Grieaeand ran 23 yards for a Diego Chargers 7.0, Dallas in the league. 
goalie Dave Dryden, 38 ,. touchdown, Rookie llnemsn Cowboys whipped Minnesota Flyers coach Pat Qninn 
Defeneeman AI Bamilton .R.eggie. Kinlaw r~aaeckkedfout~r Vikings 36-20, Los Angeles wasoff.seasonable tOmovemakein cquiringone good 
in 33 and there are a couple ~.mmt quarter . . . . . . .  SaintsRams walloped35.17, NewNeWEnglandOrleans goalie Phil Myre from 
more over 30 giving it a shot. u m, e s._., ~)  ll~)~eas?v%=]yo~t Lee Fogolin, 24, a cast-off ~o~w~, ~ . Ee,,,, ~,,o,." Patriots gotby Detroit Lions Atlanta. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . .  "1 he me,  , . -o  . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  24-17 and Kamas City Chiefs Left wing seems to be a [rum DU~III~IU OUU[~;O, Wl~ , ~ . . . .  =.^.,..,o = w~ek . . . .  there are uenv . . . . . . . . . . . .  edged Cincinnati Bengak I0- vroblem after you name Bill 
on amence anu earlier young players such as'Pal ,, ., . . , ,  , ;  7.  • Barber, Rick MaeLeish 
~l~n~Sc~ TomF or~, ateat"l saA° St. Louis Cardinals upset could return tothat spot but 
Price,and former24' KeVlaFinnishLoWe,nationa120, _us . . . . . .  Houston Oilers 24-17, Phfla- prefers centre, 
-------,+,.ommmea, uowm, where tea, m bodices..tnt.'~ ' delphla Eagles downed Last year the Flyers were player Risto Sillauen, 21. Washington Redskins 23-17, second to the Islanders in the 
wiuni g Jets don't Chtcago sh.t out Patrick Di, in., year 
pearto be nearly as strong . . . . . . . .  t-  oo • t,e~r Wdmonton rivals before turning things around Bills 7-0, Seattle Seahawks they should have trouble . . . . . .  , . getting that cloee to'he top. 
although they beat the Olios def~en~=,l,v~y. ,h,~ last of the outduelled winless ' San New York Rangers, w~o 
the playoffs last year and Y? ~'_'_"~:L."=,=.~a . .  Francisco '49ers 35-24, were third In the Patrick, 
. , .  , . . . . .  M r , , .  unuea~en cram u~v~.  ,,- Atlanta Falcons smothered will be giving everyone a 
won ,,m nv,.v , , .p. s The like# of Peter Marsh, a - f_Lrst_~ame asthe proviou ly Green Bay Packers 25-7 fight for division honors and 
former Cincinnati Stingers 
player, goalie Gary Smith 
centre Petre "Sullivan a,d 
veteran winger Bill Leauk 
will have to struggle to keep 
the Jets respectable. 
Players such as Barry 
Long, Kim Clackson, Terry 
Ruakowski, Richard Preston 
and Kent Nilsson were lost in 
the draft, . . • " 
Atlanta Flames, although 
they have failed in five at- 
tempts to get into the second 
round of the playoffs, look 
like the team to beat even 
even a good deal more. su~..r lines with Anders . 
Offandvcly, .the Ronge.rs Hedherg, UIf NillJma andPat 
areiuat as goo~as anyone m H/ckey on one and Phll 
the lea~e TwelI, mayas noc EsI~Ito, Don M~'doch and 
Montreal). They have two Dan Malone on the ot~r. 
Riverside Auto Wreoking 
Used Cars & Trucks 
Read~ for the road at Reduced Prlcol 
73 INTERNATIONAL PICK.UP 
75 VOLKSWAGEN 
72 CHEV PICK-UP 
72 FORD 1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
69 FORD F.250 
62 INTERNATIONAL S TON with FLATDECK 
24 HOUR TOWING 
4129 Substation Road 
636-6837 636-0383 
, ,  . . . . . .  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,-,,,,,.,-,-,.,.,-,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,o,,,,,o,,,,,,,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:, 
~!~i~i~i~i~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:i$i~i~i~:~:~:~:~:~.~:i~;.~;.~i:~.:~ 
TUNE-UP 
not morethan 
$40.9 $§1.H $5g.3B 
PLUS TAX 
4 cyhnde'~ " 6 cyhnder § cylmder ; 
Replace Spalk PlugS. 
Ignnt,or, po,nts 
Condenser. Rotor 
w,tl~ new Mote,craM parts 
Adjust bmmg. carbuletor and bells 
Check D=slnbutor caO cooling 
spark plug w0re$. COd. PCV 
Valve I r 
a~, hirer and gasohne =tie 
tn¢ludes light trucks and imports 
Pa~s and labou, included - -  ~ ~'" " EJ[~ ~ ~ i i 
Torrnco Totonn Ford Snios Ltd. ! 
4LI1 Koith Ave. &IS.41~ : 
•;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:;~:;~;.~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;.;~;~;.;~;.;~;~;.~:~:..~:~:~:~:~;:;~;~;~;:;:;~:~.~:;~ 
,TOTEM FURNITURE ........... 
RADiOSHACK . . . .  
presentS: 
f , ~ ++~ ~A# +~ 
~n,  ' 
, m 
. / : ,. i ' ;~-  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
176 pages of Specialty Electronics 
NOW AVAILABLE 
635-5810 
• I I 
4554 LAKELSE AVE. 
t ; 
I I I  ¸ . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It- • 
. . . ,  
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Ir Jendliest clerks in town 
Gooes ~ Credit 
Jewellers ~~~s |Tang • .I 
Come on in & see ~.~~ *DIAHOHDS ,WATCHES ! orange I 
our  new or r iva l s .  ~d~.~J .*CRYSTAL "A'JEWi:LLRY iii I Crysta l s  , aa¢i 
Everything for the ~ _ T _  - i 4-3Y ,  OZ. packets ~0 I 
hockey player J ~ ~ I Hills Brothers I 
:1 Coffee 2"" I 
" - -  i 'i 
4615A Lakelse 635-5453 . ..~237 ~ 635o.~9g0~ | ~l-Hskeena mal l  I 
BLUE RIBBON ~7~j,p(ll It, u;i~lk 
BAKERYI.o Ltd. 
, Pastries 
, Cakes * Breads 
Special 
attention 
to 
Wedding &. 
• Bir'thday Cakes 
"'Your Persona/Bakery" 
636-6063 4-4717 Lakelse 
Terrace 
interiors Ltd. 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop wallcoverings shop 
Lots of beautiful Sunworthy wallcoverlng designs for 
every room of your house....we'll help you choose your 
patterns. 
, , , o  
Daily Herald Clerk of the Week, CeLL E EN coTE, shows off 
the plaque she won for receiving the most votes last week. 
Colleen Is a cashier at Overwaltea where she has been am. 
played for.one year. 
Makeup Artistry, 
Brow Arching 
Ear Piercing 
FINRL TOUCH 
Accessories 
Loungewear & Lingerie 
Designer Fashions 
Disco Shoes 
Dl~lllkeena mall 635-2769 
TERRACE CO-OP 
"your one stop shoppin| oentro" ' 
,Produce ,Heat 
,Bakery ,Hardware 
,Groceries ,Dry Goods 
,Buildin! Supplies ,Garden Centre 
, Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
4617 G ~ 6 - 6 3 4 1  
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works (xt: 
Ballots hould be dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or mailed c/o Advertisii| Maoaler. 
the Herald. 3212 Kalom St. 
L ~  
W QUADRA TRAVEL 
seevtces LTD. 
OME and SEE 
LIONS VS, EDMONTON 
OANUOKS VS, N.Y. RAHGERS 
NOVEMBER 2-4 
Hotel 0 
, , , , -  : ,  2000 , Transfers Game Tickets Y 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dining place, discotheque & 
lounge - wl th quiet rustic decor and charming service. 
Dine In the atmosphere of the traditional Bavarian 
Style. Se!ect your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and International menu in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH- Tues. to Frl. 11-2 DINNER- Men.to Sun. 5-11 
Contest  Ru les  
1• Only participating merchants employees are eliEible• 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. if a previous winner tops votinj runner up 
shall be chosen winner• 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballotsl 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
7. Judges decision final. 
TERR.AOE ELEOTRONIO 
Repairs Ltd, . 
.Our large selection Of 
SANYO portable and 
console TV's has arrived 
.3  years warranty 
full service available 
Servicing the 
Terrace-Kit~mat area 
4633 Lakelse 635-4543 
I 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the best in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mal l  635-2820 
I 
• t •i > 
i . i  
[ 
United Nations Seoretsrtat the the 48.storey Secretariat also was ordered evacuated what is on.that cassette, but 
and GeneralAsssmbly were building on Manhattan's about 11 a,m, said police were in the news- to crash into the UN at the Now York City police 
evacuated today after a East Side and security of- paper's offices listening to building, and•for that reason department's aviaUon unit, 
young man, angry at' a fleers ordered the several Meanwhile, a spokesman the tape and questioning the said the unidentified man 
publishing firm, buzzed the thousand emi~loyees to at the New York Post said paper's editors, we  are ordering an started flying near the 
company's nearby offices in leave, the newspaper had received evacuation," said UN in-. pu.blishing firm's offices 
a single-engined plane, The General Assembly a tape cassette from the "Security has advised us formation officer Rudolph about 9:30 a,m. He was not 
police said. baH, where a session was unidentified pilot, that a lunatic Is. flying Stagduhar. threatening to c,'.nsh the 
U.N. evacuated after kamikazi threats 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The Bells sounded throughout seh~uled for 10:30 a.m., Thespokssman didnot say around here and threatening Nora McCormick, a clerk plane and was in fact ",,cry planned visit to the UN later 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
: 14 Flavors I 
l BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer.& Pop Bottles / 
4636 Lazalle Ave; i 
Terrace~ B.C. 
Open 10 a~m.-6 p.m. dally except Sunday 
Frl.tlll9p~. 
Staff 
in on 
tricks 
VANCOUVER (CP) • 
Jack Kelly, a Social Cred 
~ rty researcher, .was nq one in advocating pollti~ 
dirty tricks to boost t~ 
party's popularity, a tape, 
a seminar last year i~ 
dicates. 
Both Kelly's aupori~ 
former research direct( 
Glen Mitchell, and fello' 
researcher Ellen MacKs 
endorsed the tactics Kel] 
proposed. 
Caucus' chairman Jac 
Kempf has said he was b 
vestigating tactics a, 
vocated by Kelly, tucludi~ 
wompting party supperte~ 
to write letters to newspap~ 
editors and sign them wfl 
fictitious names, 
The tape, obtained by 
newspaper reporter, ws 
recorded at a party con 
muniestlom meeting Sep 
22, 1978, attended by abot 
200 Social Credit cot 
stltuency officials. 
Kelly responded to 
question from one bflich 
about aliases by giving a 
example, ' 
"W~at we do, 'inevitabl: 
with aliases, we'll tak 
somebody living in the are~ 
like Mr, J. T. l~ttis, We' 
~ ......... .ehagelHO/Me,,T~.M. ~Lat~ 
the same address, and sen 
it in and it's printed," 
At this point on the tai~ 
Ms, MacKay elaborated c 
the technique. 
"You see, Mr. T. M. couh 
be his nephew, could be hi~ 
son," she said. 
"What newspaper editon 
tend to do is they look in its 
telephone book and they say 
'Ah, yes. Latiis, Fine. Mus~ 
be somebody in tha~ 
household.'. And they neve] 
check it out any further." 
"It's quite a bit safer to d< 
that than you might hink," 
Ms. MacKay said. 
She also suggested writini 
lettore in which the autho] 
claims to be a member of tl~ 
New Democratic Party con 
esrned about some aspect el 
that party,. 
The controversy aros~ 
Sept, 18 when party sup 
porters complained Kelly 
was advocating the tactics at 
an Esqulmalt-Pert Renfrew 
constituency meeting. 
/ h 
Scenes like the above are becoming' more familiar for 
Terrace and Kitimat RCMP, as the weather takes its 
toll on the roads. Both detachments report a total of 8 
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motor vehicle accidents on the holiday weekend, in- 
cluding one fatality. 
Photo by Oreg Mlddleton 
T. 
Clark is in hot seat now 
OTTAWA (CP)- "With just 
the ellghteat trace of a self- 
conscious smile, Charles 
Joseph Clark today for the 
first time sat in the Co'm. 
mona seat reserved for the 
prime minister. ,
His first words to MPs at 
MP James •Jerome as 
Speaker of the 282-member 
Commons. They were in 
French, 
Conservative members of 
their first gathering since the House, for the first time 
the May 22 election were to in 16 years on the govern- 
nominate Sudbury Liberal ment side of the Commons, 
thundered their applause 
and were joined by members 
of other parties. 
Record 
spending 
OTTAWA (CP) -- MPs 
meeting today for the first 
time since the May 22 
election will soon be asked to 
approve spending ofa record 
$13.5 billion by federal 
governments ince last 
March. 
Word that the cabinet ap- 
proved $2.7 billion to pay for 
routin'e government  
operations in October was 
released in the Canada 
Gazette just before the of- 
ficial opening ofthe 31st Par- 
liament. 
When Parliament is not 
sitting, the cabinet is per- 
mitted by law to issue 
special warrants to pay for 
operations, 
The total of such warrants 
issued first by the former 
Liberal government which 
dissolved Parliament in 
March and then by the Joe 
Clark Conservatives now has 
reached about $13.7 billion• 
Parliament must retro- 
actively approve this 
~,ending at the earliest 
rv~qqlhlp lime. 
Pierre Trudeau, who 
occupied the prime 
minister's seat for II years, 
sat across from Clark as 
leader of the Opposition. 
Clark walked acro~ the 
Commons shortly after 
entering and shook hands 
with Trudesu, who was not 
wearing the customary rose 
in his lapel, 
"I must confess that I feel 
a little llkea father sending a 
son off into the world," 
Trudeau quipped as he 
seconded ibe nomination of 
Jerome. 
Jerome is the first op- 
position member to serve as 
Speaker of the Commons. 
First elected to preside over 
the House in 1974, he was re- 
elected today with the 
support of all four parties in 
the House. 
However ,  Marce l  
Prud'homme (L--Montreal 
Saint-Denis) took brief ex- 
ception to the fact that Social 
Credit Leader Fablen Roy 
had been recognized after 
NDP Leader Ed Brcadbent. 
The Socreds, who now sit 
on the government side of 
the Commons, have only five 
members and are not con- 
sidered a party under 
parliamentary ules, 
Following remarks by the 
leaders, Jerome was taken 
arm in arm to the Speaker's 
chair by Clark and Trudeau. 
As he pretended todig in his 
heels at the honor bestowed 
upon him. Trudeau feigned a
kick to get him moving, 
Jerome himself reminded 
MPs that the role of the 
Speaker in Britain centuries 
ago was to defend the fights 
of the Commons before the 
monarch. And he noted that 
one early Speaker had been 
beheaded for his efforts, 
"I say that so my reluc- 
tance in coming to the chair 
is understood," he said. 
One hour after the 
traditional ceremonies 
opening a new Parliament 
were completed, the Com- 
mons adjourned until 3p.m. 
EDT to await he reading of 
the speech from the throne 
by Gov.-Gen. Ed Schreyer. 
Earlier in the Senate, 16 
new senators were sworn in. 
KI TIMA T WAITS 
FOR REFUGEES 
pleasant" in his cow 
versations on the radio, she 
said. 
The plane, a Cessna 172, 
alarmed passers.by in the 
area, who thought hat the 
pilot might have been 
protesting against • the 
this week of Cuban President 
Ftdel Castro. 
Police said two helicopters 
were sent to the area. 
They would net say what 
company the man" had 
worked for, nor would they 
describe his complaint. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
' SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove lid., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
open Morn. through Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
By ANN DUNSMUIR 
HeraM Staff Writer 
A family of six Vietnamese refugees is ex- 
pected to arrive in Kitimat by Oct. 15. 
Rev. Ernest Stevenson of Kitimat's First 
Baptist Church said Friday the family has 
already left Houg Kong and will arrive in Ed- 
monton Oct. 12. 
The family consists of Thanh Tran, 37; his wife 
Le, 33; their daughter Ngoc, 8; son, Kim, 4; and 
'Iran's brother, Cam, 32; and sister, My, 30. 
Stevenson said Tran, his brother and sister are 
all trained factory workers with 12 years of 
education who should have no problem finding 
work in the community. 
He said his church's application for a family 
did not specify that a member of the group speak 
English and this fact may account for early 
arrival of the refugees, 
Stevenson said the group will stay with 
members of his parish for at least a month while 
they become acclimatized. 
They will then move into a vacant eacherage 
rented from the Kitimat ~hool Board. 
13 PERCENT 
Bank.  ra te  
is  up aga in  
• OTTAWA (CP) -- Gerald 
Bouey, governor of the Bank. 
of Canada nnounced today 
he is raising the bank's 
lending rate to a record 13 
per cent, although he is 
aware the high level of in- 
terest rates in the country is 
hurting individuals and 
businesses. 
Effective immediately, the 
bank's pace-setting lending 
rate goes up by three- 
quarters of one per cent from 
the 12,25.percent level an- 
nounced Sept. 10. 
This is the second bank- 
rate increase in less then a 
month and the third since the 
Conservatives came to 
power in May. 
It follows an an- 
nouncement Saturday by the 
U.S. Federal Reserve Board 
that it was raising the 
discount rate in that country 
to 12 per cent-- the highest i
has ever been. 
Since March; 1978, the 
country will have an in-. 
ternational payments deficit 
of $7 blllionthis year, but 
recent  un favorab le  
economic developments 
have convinced many econo- 
mists this estimate is too 
optimistic. 
The Bank of Canada news 
release said: "The governor 
said that he is well aware of 
the problems that current 
interest rates are causing to 
individuals and to business." 
"The underlying cause of 
these problems is the high 
• present rate of inflation, of 
which the current level of 
interest rates is a symptom. 
The only effective way to 
bring interest rates down on 
a lasting basis• is by 
achieving success in 
lowering the rate of the in. 
fiatlon," 
Jobless rate 
is down again 
By CAROL GeAR primarily the removal of 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The student workers from the job 
number of those unable to forcewiththeendofsummer 
find work fell for the sixth vacations. 
consecutive month in Sep- 
tember to 719,000 from Province-by-province 
772,000 in August. unemployment rates for 
Sevtember were: 
Canadian bank rate has been This reduced the 
raised 10 times from eight s easonal!yadJusted u.nem. --Newfoundland, 14.1 per 
,~. ,.me i~oyment rate. to a mree- cent from 14.4 per cent in 
i r r~ J  ~ v n w ,  . . . . .  . • 
, . . . . . . .  ~ . . .~ . , . ,~ , .~ J~, , ,~ :~ar~ isw.~,of. 7.1 pe~ cent, A~gu~t:" ' ,. 
• " ~ t n e . ~ ' u a n K  " o f  ~ a n a u E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  " '" . . . . .  
resisted an increase in in- Statistics Canada repert~ ,Prince Edward Island, 
, . . . .  , ..~.o , . . . .  t, . . . .  today. 10.0 per cent from II.0 per 
t~a~l ,  tga~.~o ~.wt /  vv~m,o  ,~6v  r l~ l~ l oa f  $|mtt  ~ l . tB  ~ 
when the Federal Reserve - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Board announceda previous seasonallyadJusted unem. --Nova Scotia, 10.2 per 
balf-per-cent increase in its ployment rate, the govern- cent from 10.5 per cent. 
lending rate, But Bouey said 
today he felt the central bank 
had to match i ts  U.S. 
counterpart this time. 
By raising its rate, the 
central bank signals the 
chartered banks and other 
lending institutions that it 
wishes them to charge their 
bor rowers  more ,  
discouraging credit buying 
and tightening the amount of 
money circulating in the 
marketnisce. 
The chartered banks 
normally follow the central 
bank's example within one 
or two days. This would push 
their prime lending rate -- 
ment's usual indicator of the --New Brunswick, 10.7 per 
seriousness of unem- cent from 11.5 per cent. 
ployment, fell to 7.1 per cent -.Quebec, 9.1 per cent 
was in September, 1976. from 0.8 per cent. 
Seasonal adjustment -.Ontario, 6.1 per cent 
means the rate compensates from 0.5 per cent. 
for' predictable seasonal --Manitoba, 5.0 per cent 
fluctuations in the job from 5.5 per cent. 
situation such as the be. --Sasktachewan, 3.9 per 
ginning of the school year or cent from 3,7 per cent, 
freeze-up, --Alberta, 3.7 per cent 
The number with Jobs in from 3.8 per cent. 
September was 10,53 million --British Columbia, 7,7 per 
compared with 10.91 million cent from 7.4 per cent in Au- 
in August. The drop reflected gust, 
Alcan faces charge 
the interest charged to their 
b lue-ch ip  corporate  
borrowers -- to 13.75 per 
cent. 
Most other interest rates, 
inuding those for consumer 
loans, mortgages and the 
interest banks pay their 
depositors, can also be ex- 
pected to rise. 
Bouey said in a news 
release the 0.75-per-cent 
increase was needed to fight 
inflation and to keep the 
dollar from sliding on world 
currency markets. 
Referring to the U.S. in- 
crease, Bouey said: "While 
short-term interest rates can 
sometimes move differently 
in the two countries, there 
are severe limits to the 
degree to which Canada can 
matintain short-term in- 
terest rates lower than these 
in the United States when 
Canada is as dependent asit 
currently is on inflows of 
capital from abroad to 
finance the large in- 
ternational payments deficit 
on its current account." 
Finance Minister John 
Cresbte has predicted the 
By ANN DUNSMUIR 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Houston Forest 
Service has fried a trespass 
report against Alcan Smelter 
and Chemicals Ltd. for slash 
cutting in the Nanika River- 
Kid Price Lake area. 
The cutting, involving 3.6 
hectares of timber, resulted 
from engineering studies 
commissioned by Alcan on 
the feasibility of the 
proposed Kemano 11 hydro- 
electric project. 
Larry Hall, deputy ranger 
of the Houston Forest Ser- 
vice, said Friday the 
trespass report has been sent 
to Prince Rupert for advice 
from Legal counsel. 
Hall said any future action 
will depend on whether or 
not the water rights 
agreement made in the 
1950's between Alcan and the 
B.C. government gives the 
company the right to cut 
trees without authority from 
the B.C. Forest Service. 
Alcan spokesman Brian 
Hemingway, said Friday 
that it was assumed the 
original government 
agreement gave permission 
to clear trees. 
"We will be looking at the 
agreement again to make 
sure," Hemingway said. 
He said the company has 
"heard talk of charges being 
laid" but so far there has 
been no official word. 
Hemingway could not 
identify who did the wee 
clearing because Crippen 
Engineering, the firm' 
making the study, employs 
several sub-contractors. 
"We will have to make 
sure people working for the 
company are aware of our 
concern fdr the en- 
vironment," Hemingway 
said. 
A report from the Father 
Morice Outdoor Recreation 
Society of Houston claims 
trees have been cut several 
hundred feet up both sides of 
the Nanika River near the 
outlet of Kid Price Lake. 
Members who visited the 
site also claim trees and silt 
have been deposited in the 
river, although it is a major 
spawning area for several 
species of salmon. 
Visitor wins derby 
The Skeena Mall-Daily Herald fishing derby has 
come to a close with the drawing of the grand prize of 
a trip to Las Vegas going to a gentleman from 
Colorado. 
Charlie Myi'ick of Eaton, Colorado, won the trip by 
pulling a 57-pound spring out of the Skeena River on 
July 9, 1979. Congratulations from the Skeena Mall 
and the Daily Herald. 
The biggest fish prizes were also drawn, with Bill 
Oxford from Yakima, Washington. taking the biggest 
spring, 69,5 pounds from the Skeena on July 29. I!)79. 
and Wade Muchowski. a 10-year-old who lives at 4110 
Anderson in Terrace, taking the derby's big¢.," ~^~'~ 
from the Kalum River on Sept. 29. Wade's winner 
weighed 18.5 pounds. 
Each winner eceived a fishing rod and reel cour- 
tesy of Daiwa-Algonquin, some tackle and a jacket 
from Terrace Equipment. 
Last week's weekly winner was Wayne Muchowski, 
who took a 14-pound cube from the Kalum. 
Weekly winners of the derby were: Robert Komlos, 
Julius Komlos, H.O. Left, Anne Gilanders, Doug 
Anderson, Phil Anderson, Rodney Chin, Jim Mc- 
Fadden, Pat Elwood. Imeo Hoekstra, Ken Lambert 
and Wayne Muchowskl. 
Congratulations again to this year's winners, and to 
those who missed out, try again next year. 
I 
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Union  calls off  ferry 'pickets 
from job action that would "these terminals. They also VANCOUVER (CP) - -  spokesman for the dissident 
Dissident members of the group, satd the group had the 
British' Columbia Ferry and support of the msjority of the 
Marine Workers decided 2,700-member union and was 
today not to picket ferry willing to shut down B.C. 
routes between the mainland Ferry Corp. operations until 
and Vancouver Island the workers have a contracL 
following a call by mediator However, following a 
Fred Geddee for a resump- meeting with the local 
l ion of contract talks, executive at the Horseshoe 
The executive of the union Bay terminal in West 
had promised limited picket Vancouver and the in- 
actionwhichwould not affect tervention of Geddes, 
ferry traffic today, a centin- planned job action was 
uation of the rotating strike cancelled. 
action directed during the, Thornhill said that as long 
Thanksgiving weekend, as Geddes is involved in the 
Lloyd Thornlll, a dispute his group will refrain 
halt ferry sailings. 
Geddes has called both 
sides to a meeting at I p.m. 
PDT today. 
Picketing of the ferry 
corporation's Deal dock 
maintenance yard in nearby 
Richmond, B.C. was going 
ahead as planned today, but 
it was not expected to affect 
ferry service. 
The dissidents had planned 
to set up picket lines at 
Horseshoe Bay and at 
Departure Bay, near 
Nanalmo on Vancouver 
said pickets might appear at 
Tsawwassen south of 
Vancouver and Swartz Bay 
near Victoria, terminals for 
the other main Georgia 
Strait route. 
Union president Shirley 
Mathieson," said a full.scale 
siriko is unauthorized and 
called the group irrespon- 
sible. 
"It's sabotaging our whole 
strategy," she said early 
today. "There are certain 
~ ople who wanted to be on e executive and are now 
trying to run the union 
unofficially." 
The union executive 
initiated the rotating etrikes 
at midn!ght Friday night, 
hoping to put pressure on the 
Crown corporation without 
giving the government 
~mson to invoke essential 
services legts!atlon as it did 
when the ferry workers went 
on a fall.scale strike over 
Thanksgiving two years dgo. 
The workers picketed 
several tenninais Saturday, 
switched to several others 
Monday by allowing all 
ferries to operate. . 
The union executive an- 
~ ced that members d only picket the Dens 
Island works yard in Rich- 
mend, B.C., today, then shift 
to corporation offices here 
and in. Victoria as well as 
terminals on  the Earl 's 
Cove.galLery Bay run south 
of Powell River Wednesday. 
Though ferry traffic was 
reported moderate to heavy 
during the weekend, not 
unusual on any weekend, it 
Island, halting runs between • residents opted for 
Thanksgiving turkey at 
Scho 1 under guard O S arson " " " " ' - - -  not the only problem the 
(CP) - -  Four schools and 
four other school board 
buildings are being guarded 
GRAND FORKS, B.C. 24 hours a day and several 
companies have cancelled 
fire insurance for a 
Doukhobor cultural centre in 
nearby Brilliant because of 
arson threats. 
Wi l l i am Ba ldry ,  
superintendent of schools in 
this West Kontenay com- 
munity, said the constant 
surveillance, which started 
two weeks ago, was advised 
by the fire marshall's office 
in Vancouver and by tl~ 
Insurance Corp, of B.~. 
which Insures the schools. 
He said one secondary 
school, three elementary 
schools and four other school 
~utidings are being ~m. rded, 
but he would not say whether 
the guards are armed. 
Baldry said the move was 
"made "after the recent prob- 
lems occurred and 
statements were made to the 
press." 
Baldry was referring to re- 
cent fires and trials on arson 
charges, the latest in a long 
list of incidents that have 
marked the life and internal 
WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN MAKING* 
AN EXTRA THOUSAND DOLLARS? 
Pick wi ld Pine Mushrooms In the woods or on the 
mountain and sell them to us. 
We offer from aS.00 fo S8.00 per lb. depending on size 
and qualify. 
Please co l lect  the following for further Information 
TERRACE PRINCE RUPERT 
Wly l lde  Grocery Ltd. R. Siglyams 
4711 • Kellh Ave. 1~25 India 
635-4575 624.4185 
BRIDGES NE 
BI CK 
LONDON (AP) --  The 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace 
conference appeared on the 
verge of ~oll~pse today. 
The crisis emerged as 
guerrilla leaders rejected 
key parts of the British 
constitutional draft and 
Britain refused their 
demand to continue with 
negotiations for a tran- 
eltionsl government. 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carringten, the conference 
chairman, said he plans an 
announcement on what 
course the month-old talks 
will take. 
WllITEll P IALS 
A wet  road  sur face  - rap id ly  fa l l ing  temperatures  - a d r iver ' s  
n ightmare .  B lack  i ce!  Br idgestone 's  new B lack  I ce  Rad ia l  is 
made w i th  a spec ia l  " I ce  Compound Rubber"  that  g ives  you  
improved adhes ion  on  t reacherous  i cy  road  sur faces  and  on  
a l l  winter  road  cond i t ions .  
The  B lack  I ce  Rad ia l .  B r idgestone 's  newest  w in ter  rad ia l  - 
backed  by  Br idgestone 's  famous  passenger  t i re  Road Hazard  
Guarantee!  
,,a~t,=p-, 
BRIDGE STONE T IRES  
struggles-of Doukhobors in 
southeas.tern Br i t i sh  
Columbia. 
John J. Verigin, the 58- 
yearold Orthodox leader, 
was acquitted last month on 
charges of conspiracy to 
commit arson. One man 
charged with Verigin was 
acquitted while a' third man 
was given a suspended 
sentence and put on three 
~ ars probation in the rning of the Union of 
Spiritual Communities of 
Christ offices (USCC) here 
and the old post office. 
Last weekend, 19 member~ 
of the Sons of Freedom, 
another Doukhobor sect, 
were charged with arson 
after a CP Rail shed Immed 
down. 
A USCC spokesman said 
there have been further 
arson threats. 
He said four of five in- 
NEWS BRIEFS 
• Joshua Nkomo and Robert 
Mugube, co.leaders of the 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
alliance, objected Monday. to 
two points favoring the white 
minority in the constitution 
proposed by Britain for its 
former African colony. . 
One provides for all white 
settlers to automatically 
become citizens of the new 
country. The other 
guarantees financial com- 
pensation for property seized 
by a new black government 
from white owners. 
PROVEN AROUND TIlE WORLD 
Sunday, then gave ferry was evident hat many B.C. 
travellers a reprieve Charges in air crash 
surance companies can- 
celled policies on the group's 
cultural centre in Brilliant, 
showpiece for the Orthodox 
Doekhobors, even though the 
ATHENS (AP) - -  A Greek 
prosecutor today •filed 
• preliminary charges against 
the pilot of a Swlssair DC-8 
ferry corporation ex-  Jetliner which 5urst ..~to 
perieneed during the flames econds after landmg 
weekend - -  one ferry at Athens International 
crashed intoacabincruiner" Airport, killing 14 pan- 
in Active Pass and the main nengern and injuring another 
generator aboard another 10, the prosecutor's office 
centre has watchmen, broke down. 
• The spokesman, who did The Queen of Sidney, on a 
not ~;ant his name nsed, said. run between two of the Gulf 
the centrewas insured for 11 Islands, crashed into an 8.5; 
million, but the policy with metre private vessel in fog 
the one remaining company Saturday. Two people 
is only for about 15 per cent aboard the boat were shaken 
of that amount. ' up but not injured, and therb 
"We have arranged for was no damage to the ferry. 
volunteer watchmen around It we~ in Active Pass ,that 
the Brilliant cultural cen- the queen of Alberni 'ran 
tre," he said. "They are not aground in August, raising 
guards, they are not questions about he safety of 
preparedtodealwiththreais forties and private heats 
in a violent manner." Jockeying around each other 
He sold .volunteers also in the narrow channel. 
guard USCC offices and The ferry corporation has 
Verigin's home, both in ordered an investigation of
Grand Forks, and the tomb the incident. 
of PeterVerlgin, an ancestor The cabin cruiser's high 
of John Verigin and the man brldgewas ripped off when it 
who led the Doukhobors to struck the ferry's metal 
Canada, in Castlegar. !~bing guard near the port 
' heW, but the damaged boat 
wu able to head to Gallano 
Island under its own power. 
Corporation spokesman 
Bill Bouchard said the ferry 
carried about 300 passengers 
and had two operating radar 
unite, a foghorn and three 
crew members as lookouts. 
"In this instance, it Just 
seems to be a lack of 
was thrown out of the Soviet during the six days of the' seamanship and common 
Union two years ago for conferance, said they wanted sense (on*the part of the 
aiding dissidents and now the conference committee to cabin cruiser's operators) 
lives in New York City, said allow the reading of a that caused the colltsion," he 
he came to the lath Pen- statement recognizing and said. 
tecestal World Conference, sUpporting the plight of The ferry was about 30 
which ended here Sunday, 30,000 Pentecostais in the minutes late in arriving at 
with a written plea. from _Soviet Union. Tnawweanen. 
I Still more winners. Strike it rich ! 
l-- September2 Draw:. i 
3832237, ,$ l  MILI....~ON 
.... !~}32'237. .  $10,000 • 
....... "322','~'/'* ,$1 ,000 .  
........... 2237,  *$200.  
................ 237 ,  , ¢,:1.00 • 
Pentecostals hold meeting 
VANCOUVER (CP) Coliseum, Arkady Polinchuk more than 800 Pentecostais 
While Penteceatais reJoic~ held a peaceful demon- who want o leave the Soviet 
and sang inside the Pacific stratlen outside to bring Union. 
attention to persecuted 
believers inthe Soviet Union. He and 20 supporters, who 
Polishchuk, who said he fasted and demonstrated 
1677659, ,$ :1 .  HILI...:[[)N 
-677659. .  $10~000.  
...... 77~.,~;9 ,', $1 ,,0(~0, 
........ :..'7,~,~, ? • ,$200, 
............... ,~,59. ,$100 
. ~, ,, 
' t537~,2'1..$:1. M:F.I...L.T[}N 
-.,"]37/.21, , $10  v 000 ,  
....... '.'~'7 E>2 J.. ,$ I~000.  
......... 7/.)2:1.. .$200.  
............... ~2:1.. , $ .1.C,0. 
5307734,  .'$1 MII...I...ION 
-307734.  ;$1 .0 ,000 .  
...... 0773 '1 / .  '1,1. ~ 000.  
........ 7734,  , '1.200, 
............... 734 ,  • $ J/RIO, 
/ ,77EI701. ,$1  H]:L.I...I:C)N 
.... 97~)701.  ,$I.0~000, 
..... :'7EI7()1 • , $ I ,  000 • 
............ El701* ,$200, 
............... 701 ,  , $ .1.00. 
511!}?,f~61.. ,q i l  MIL.L.I(.'}N 
..' 1. I!~ ? 6 6:1.. , :t, :1. 0 ,00  0 ,  
... 8'?/.~E.~ I ,  ,~I, ~000.  
............ ~/.,6:L.,  ~200. 
............. ~',E~ 1 , ,  :~.t O0 ,  
' Prosecutor Christos Mark- 
oyennakts against he Swiss 
pilot, Fritz Schmutz, are 
• multiple manslaughter 
through negligence, bodily 
harm through negligence 
unii the disturbance of "the 
security of air commu- 
n icat ions  th rough,  
negligence, the office said. 
said. .The charges also apply to  
any other persons hel d 
The charges instigated by responsible. 
Trawler under guard 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska 
(Reuter) - -  A South Korean 
trawler was on its way to 
Kodiak today after being 
seized by the U.S. Coast 
Guard for fisheries viola- 
lions. 
The Sen Yang Ha of Pusan 
was seized Monday night in 
rough weather, 120 violations of the 300-nd]e 
kilometres north of Dutch territorial imit. The Sen 
Harbor, a coast guard Yang Ha is the eighth vessel 
spokesman said. . to be se~d this year under 
The 3,52?-ton trawler the act. 
Anglican head to visit 
. . . . .  J.A. ; ..... , ,~1. 14]I..L.T~.'IN 3~,'I,A/~;4,q2 ,4,1 i4Tl.I. I('}N *" 'to",( "' 
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. . . .  . I I i ;2,, :1~ LO0, . . . . .  :!0::', , riCO, 
3;.~':".1',=~[:'~J., ;$1  I I l I . . I . . I L IN  
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CEDARLAND TIRE 
4929 Keith Avenue Terrace 
Tel: 635-6170 
October 7 Draw 
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LONDON (AP) --. Dr. 
Donald Coggan,. archbish0p 
of Canterbury and lender 
the worldwide Anglican 
communion, including the 
U.S. Eplscopalibas~.w!!LVisit 
the United States for five 
days starting Saturday and 
then spend four days in Bet- 
muds; his office ennounced 
today. 
It will be the archbishop's 
last overseas trip before he 
retires in January. 
I1' v, ,*  ar,, {i I , . t , ,  ( : ;mad;i SI(XI.(X) w i l ,wr :  Thr  I , ' a iwhes  ,)1' , l os t  l i i l ;mri ;d i l l s t ihd i i , l~ w i l l  t';t~ll 
I,(;h) ( ;I ;t(i;t $1()().(X) w i i i l l i i i~  t ickets I'or o i ls  n lo i i lh  Sial'tit i~ %%~,klnrs(ht.v. ( ) t .h) iu,r  IO. I.q7.9. I f  you 
ll(,l(i any  w i l i l l i l l~  inllllJ )(,1'.~, l id l , )w Ih r  ill.~irtlt'iJ()ll~ ()11 l it( '  I);R'k o l ' vo l l r  tk .ke l .  
ini th r  cvc*d ,)1' discrel)al i( 'v brtwccnl  thc shove list t)l' nulndmn's ;rod thr  olt icial Cm, lmh,  r I}rinit-out ,)t' 
htl|d , l i l y  ~rh,t 'tcd wi i l i l i l l~ illllnl)t'r.% tilt' hdtcr  shall i)rt'vail. 
carries a crew of about 50. 
At Kodiak, the vessel was' 
to be turned over to a U.S. 
marsha l ,  pend ing  
prosecution by federal 
authorities in Anchorage, the 
spokesman said. 
The U.S. Fisheries Con- 
servation Act covers 
Draw IS pouches now on sale. 
•Coggan, who is 70 and has 
been Archbishop of Can- 
terbury since 1975, ks hen- 
dim over the leadership of 
the Anglican communion's 
65 ~. million members 
worldwide to the Rt. Rev. 
Robert Runcte, 58. Runcie Is 
bishop of the Engiish diocese 
of St. Albaus. 
Couan has visited the 
U.S. previously, but it will be 
his first visit to Bermuda.. 
Save $50. Sears 
rebuilt engines 
Susrsntoed 24 months or 24,00( 
miles, Enloy brand new enslrm 
performance, Shop Sears 
|odayl 
Dodge '61.'74 
{22Scu.ln,) 
with trade 
I4ST.00 
Reg, S4ST.00 
Ouerantea 
Complete (mglnes (with heads) 
installed In passenger cars In 
normal use ors ouor. spinel 
defects In workmanship or 
materials for 12,000 m-l~ 
months at no cost (replacemenl 
Or labor). 
F l i t  Delivery from our Van. 
couver englnodepot. Call Sears 
todaO. 
Phone d3S.&~41 
• 9!~.  • 
killed. 
The Cessna 207 operated 
by Spernak Airways of 
Anchorage smashed into a 
roof at the Alaska haagar, 
setting the building on fire. 
Spokesman Cliff Cernick 
of the Federal Aviation 
Administration said two 
bodies had been recovered 
from the wreckage, and he 
Said it .W~ believed there 
Were no Survivors. 
He said the plane was 
carrying the pilot and three 
passengers, including a 
child, when it took off toward 
the north. Carsick said the 
plane's destination was not 
known,~ but other reports 
said it was bound for the 
village of Tyonek, across 
Cook Inlet from Anchorage. 
The names of those aboard 
were not released. 
Cerniok said no one on the 
ground was known to have 
been injured. 
One witness aid the plane 
apparently lost power 
shortly after it became 
airborne and went into a 
sharp turn as the pilot ap- 
parently tried to get back to 
the field to land but then 
smiled. 
Units from six Anchorage 
fire stations responded to 
battle the two-alarm blaze. 
Police halted traffic on 
heavily traveled 5th Avenue 
to aid the firofighters' of. 
forts. 
i 
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Plane crash kills all 
ANCHORAGE (AP) - -  A burned late Monday, andthe 
light plane ts~ng off from Federal Aviation Ad- 
Merrill Field ~Ci'~ched ai~d ~ ministration said all abob~d 
the aircraft apparently wet~ 
J , I I 
 ccident here 
one of fatals 
A pickup truck overturned 
20 miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16 Sunday evening, 
ldlling its lone passenger and 
injuring the driver. Gerald 
Belanie Parent 22, of Van- 
couver was killed when the 
pickup want out of control, 
and overturned off the road. 
Paul Parent 46, the driver 
and father of the victim was 
taken to Mills Memorial an~, 
treated for minor injuries 
before being release~L 
Parent, also a Vancouver 
native, has already flovm 
back home. RCMP are slill 
investigating the aceid~-nt, 
which added to the 5ol~dey 
weekend' s fatality list. 
A 22-year-old . soccer• 
goaltender in Chilliwack, 
B.C., killed Sunday when the 
cressbar ofa goal collapsed 
on top of him, was one of at 
least 71 persons who died 
accidentally in Canada 
during the holiday weekend. 
• Of the 71 accidental 
deaths, 53 were traffic 
fatalities, about he number 
predicted by the Canada 
Safety Council. The council 
had cautioned rivers to be 
extra careful during the 
Thanksgiving weekend 
because projections showed 
that traffic fatalities could 
increase to between 53and 58 
from 44 in 1978. 
The worst Thanksgiving on 
record was in 1966 when 109 
persons were killed on the 
roads, 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press from 6 p.m. Friday 
until midnight Monday night 
local times showed 53 traffic 
fatalities, ix'drownings, two 
fire deaths, two killed by 
falling trees, two killed in a 
plane crash, two killed in 
hunting accidents, one 
person electrocuted, one 
person crushed to death 
when a car fell from its Jack, 
one person who died from 
exposure and the goaltender. 
British Columbia reported 
four traffic fatalities, m~e 
drowning and the sports 
accident. 
In Alberta, seven people 
died in traffic a~:cidents, and 
one person was killed while 
hunting. 
Saskatchewan had four 
traffic fatalities, two 
drownings and one hunting 
death. 
Manitoba reported four 
traffic deaths. 
In Ontario, 13 persons 
were killed in traffic ac- 
cidents, one person drowned, 
one person died when hit by a 
falling tree and one person 
died of exposure. 
Quebec had 17 traffic 
deaths, two drownings, one 
crushed by a tree and the two 
men who died in the plane 
crash. 
Nova Scotia had four 
traffic fatalities and 
Newfoundland reported two 
deaths in fires, one elec- 
trocution and one person 
killed when a car fell from its 
jack. 
No accidental deaths were 
reported in New Brunswick 
and Prince Edward Island. 
The survey excludes in- 
dusirlal deaths, slayings and 
known suicides. 4
$helford critical of 
cuts from farmland 
VICTORIA (CP) " Two 
prominent S0clal Credit 
politicians ay':~hey are 
worried by~a ~r~yineial 
cab inet  ~o~J~it tee 'S!  
removal of ,p~'l.~UlrPrasei :' 
Valley farmland from the 
agricultural and reserve. 
Cyril Sheiford, agriculture 
minister until his defeat in 
the May I0 provincial 
election, and Bill Ritehle, 
MIA for Central Fraser 
Valley, have Joined ether 
criticism of the cabinet's 
Environment and Land Use 
Committee which over- 
.~.~ed a Br!tish Columbia 
l~u's ir~l  'i~rk. ' " 
Shelford said the land 
commission does not belong 
under Environment Minister 
Rafe Malr's control and 
should be, returned to the 
agriculture ministry. 
The cabinet committee, 
headed by Mair, is not 
paying enough attention to 
agricultural needs when 
proceesing~ appe~l~ 0 ~K¢~ 
land out of the.~eder~e,"ne 
said. 
Ritchie, a possible 
agriculture minister in a 
cabinet shuffle expected 
next month, said he is 
puzzled by the committee's 
decision to release the land 
which has high farming 
potential. 
Gary Runka, land com- 
mission member and former 
chairman, announced 
Friday he was resigning to 
protest he removal of the 
land from the reserve fol- 
lowing the appeal L bytd. 
Gloucester Properties 
Museum 
celebrates 
with film 
The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum is celebratibg its 
tenth anniversary, and 
during the activities Gloria 
Cranmer Webster will show 
and comment on the film 
"Potlatch: A Strict Law Bids 
Us Dance" on Friday, Oct. 12 
at 7 p.m. 
The showing will be in the 
museum, and the public is 
invited to attend at no 
charge. 
Runka said the removal 
was the laststraw in his 
~ rowing frustration and islllusl0nn~ent in  the 
go've~ent'n lack "of sup- 
port for th~;t~0fnniisSinn. 
Library 
offering 
story hour 
The Terrace Public 
Library is offering aseries of 
re-sehool story hours 
~.~edv~y at 1:30 :~ 
u~ary,  muaa re~strauon. 
for th e series will take place 
Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Cloudy today 
and Wednesday. A few 
periods of rain mainly 
northern sections of the 
mainland coast. Highs both 
days 13 to 17. Lows tonight 6 
toS. 
Chllcotln, Curlheo: Mainly 
sunny today and Wednesday. 
Morning fog patches. Highs 
beth days 14 to 17. Lows 
tonight 0 tcS. 
Central Intedar: lloudy 
with a few sunny periods. 
Scattered showero northern 
sections. Highs 8 to 13. Lows 
tonightS to 3. Cloudy with 
isolated showers and fog 
patches Wednesday. Af- 
ternoon sunny periods. Highs 
13 to 17. 
Thompson, Okanegan: 
Sunny and warm today and 
Wednesday. Highs both days 
in the low to mid-20s. Lows 
tonight 5 to 7 except near 
freezing in some low.lying 
areas .  
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
1635-3680) 
Parcel Piokup & Delivery 
L ight  Packages  & Parcels  
Chairs  - -  Rec l lners  - -  End Tables - -  
Por tab le  T .V .  " 
Suites (K i tchen  & L iv ing Room)  
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERSOR CHESTS 
FRIG 'S ,  STOVES,  WASHER OR DRYERS 
) j ~ j ~ J i  J J J j j 
District of Terrace On ly  
In 
difficulty 
These fellows found that even getting rid of this 
/railer, which caught fire and burned here during the 
winter, was a bit of a p,.oblem. The wheels on the far 
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• side of the dolly didn't make the corner on the way into 
the dump on Old Remo Road Saturday, and that's 
where the trouble started. 
English 
testing 
planned 
The Northwest Com- 
munity College Is holding an 
English placement test 
November 6, 1979, from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. at each of its 
centres in Terrace, Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert and Smithers. 
Students entering most 
post-secondary schools in 
B.C. are now" required to 
write this placement test. 
Scores from this test are 
used by English depart- 
ments to assist students to 
choose English courses 
appropriate to their needs. 
This sitting of the test at 
the college is being held to 
accomodate those people 
intending to enroll in a 
college or university first- 
year English course in 
January, 1980. 
Persons who would be 
planning to write this test 
are urgedto  make the 
college aware soon, either 
directly or through the 
Community Education 
Services co-ordinator in 
their area. Enquiries may 
also he directed to the 
Student Services office in 
Terrace (635-6511). 
This test will be run at the 
college centres 
® m I m I m m 
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TERRACE SHOPPING CENTRE 
INTRODUCING PLAYTEX 
BRA'S & PANTIES ' • , : . . . .  . ".. : . . . . . . . . . . ;  . . . . .  i ~,,':.E/:-; 
) 
AT 
(;OMPLETE LINE 
"CROSS YOUR HEART" "SUPER LOOK" "18HOUR" "SOFT SIDER" BRAS & PANTIES 
What a differences day makes.., the day you cross over to , . .  PLAY'rEX 
CANADIAN BRAND 
CIGARETTES 
d PER CAR'O" 
LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER 
,....,, , •. 
i 
CREST 
TOOTHPASTE 
100 ML.  
III1" 
OUR EVERDAY LOW PRICE $1.23 
ABC 
POWDER 
DETERGENT 
.6 L ITRE 
$ l 99 
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE $3.09 
SCOTTIES 
TISSUES 
69" 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 89c 
GLAD 
KITCHEN 
CATCHERS 
12'S 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 79c 
PEEK FREEN 
BISCUITS 
69 e 
7 oz. 
LOW PRICE 81c 
LIFE 
BABY 
SHAMPOO 
69 c 
250 ml. 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE ~c 
l - a !  
('HARGF~( I 
i . . . . . . . .  J 
PRICES IN EFFECT TUES. OCT 9 thru SAT. OCT. 13 
While Stock Lasts 
.STORE HOURS:  MeN. .  FRI .  9 a.m.-9 p.m..SAT. 9a .m. .  6 p.m. SUN. 10 a .m, -  6 p.m. 
~; .?# 
|~ j , 
t 
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~ access to them for people who may not be able to find ! the eppropriate local telephone number in a moment TE""' (:E/ mMATIu'y I COMMENT 'a:'-- herald ' - - "  ~.  service provides a three part service; first for children who are abused and neglected, secondly, for 
• parents  who require help in a stressful situation an d 
By GRACE McCARTHy don't know where to turnand thirdly, for citizens who 
are aware of a situation of abuse and neglect. Under 
Sterling Publishers provincial law, it is the responslb/lity of citizens to 
advise the Ministry of Human Resources ef any 
COMMENT 
By 8TAN PERSKY 
As a typical Canadian, naturally I'm all for God, 
Queen, Guy Lefleur and lots of law-and-order. 
Therefore, no one will anuse me of disloyalty for 
saying a few nasty words about he Pope, the RCMP, 
and Her Majesty's minions in Ottawa (as for Guy 
Lefieur, well, come on now ... some things are 
sacred). 
Obviously Pope John Paul 11 is a swell guy, doesn't 
mind sleeping at Holiday Inns, and has a fantsafie 
wardrobe. HIS U.S. tour last week was a smash suc- 
cess, as the Pontiff played te millions in major 
American cities. 
But have you listened to what His Holiness has been 
saying? In Philadelphia be denounced extramarital 
sex as "moral anarchy," said it was God's will that 
women never be priests, reaffirmed the church's 
stand against divorce, and told priests that marriage 
didn't mix with serving God. In Chicago, he blasted 
birth control. 
Let's leave aside the touch subjects like ex- 
tramarital sex (after all, the Pope's franchise on sin is 
more secure than Colonel Sanders' stranglehold on 
chickens). But really, is there anyone in 1979 who can 
take the Pope seriously on the subject of birth control? 
As for who can become a priest and the question of 
whether priests hould be allowed to marry, I suppose 
the church fathers can always ay it's their baligame 
and ff you don't like the rules, you can always go play 
in someone elee's pew. But at least he rest of us don't 
have to pretend that the Pope is being rational (cer- 
tainly not about he role of women). 
Attendance atRoman Catholic mass has dropped by 
50 per cent in the U.S. In the last decade; the number 
of men entering the priesthood has similarly plum- 
meted. Whll~ millions thought it a thrill to get a 
glimpse of Christ's Vicar, eventually popes go back to 
Rome and the millions are left to live with n set of 
ideas about sex that don't make sense to the majority. 
Though the Pontiff's presence gave a temporary 
bo~t to the church, in the' long run, increasingly 
empty pews will testify that his pastoral visit only 
contributed to the church's losing fight to ~eep the 
faithful. 
I don't mind the Pope bing plugged in to Higher 
Powers, but I do object o the RCMP being plugged 
into my telephone. 
Last week the McDonald Royal Commission in- 
vestigatiug RCMP wrung-doing ot underway again 
(actually they're probing RCMP crimes, but most of 
the media uses the term "wrong-doing" because it 
sounds more genteel). 
Commission chairman Mr. Justice David McDonald 
re-opened the hearings by disclosing the existence of 
Operation Checkmate, a program ef disruptive tactics 
dncluding sending phoney letters - B.C. Socrede 
please note) aimed at what the RCMP considered 
subversive groups in Toronto, Vancouver and other 
cities. The operation - "which may not have been 
authorized or provided for by law," said McDonald -
took place between 1972 and 1974. McDonald said that 
the force is still free to use Checkmate-style tactics 
because of a broadly-worded cabinet directive issued 
in 1975. 
The dir~:tlve, giving the Mounties almost unlimited 
discretion to "monitor, deter, prevent and eoontor 
individuals and groups" suspected of subversion, 
came under attack at last week's hearings by the 
Canadian Bar Association. The lawyers urged tighter 
government controls over RCMP national security 
operations. 
The Bar Association wasn't he only group urging 
moderation. They were followed by the Canadian Civil 
Liberties Assn., which called for better protection of 
individual rights in this eotmtry and less sweeping 
powers for government when invoking emergency 
measures acts. 
"The law in this country," said the civil liber- 
tariaus, "has for too long been characterized by a 
reverence for order as against freedom." Amen. 
This week Joe Clark opens Parliament and Guy 
Leflcur ta~es to the ice at the Montreal Forum. In the 
last of the pre-season warmupa, EXternal Affairs 
Minister Flora McDonald, in a speech last week to the 
Empire Club (is that a club that supports the growth of 
empires?), whined about poor Third World eonniries 
not being nice to Canada. 
"We're friends to everyone, the honest brokers," 
she moaned. "We've spent billions ...• and yet last 
month the non-alligned countries cheerfully branded 
us imperialists." She was referring to a resolution at 
the Havana Conference denouncing our plans to 
recognize Israeli territorial ambitions by shifting our 
embassy to Jerusalem. 
Let's hear that "honest broker" line again. We only 
wanted to move our embasssy, thus spitting in the 
faces of the Palestinlans, in order to garner a few 
more Tory votes from Jewish ballot-casters in 
Toronto. An honourable motive, indeed. 
Come on Flora, let's stick to selling Candu reactors 
to '.he Argentinians. 
s . . ,  
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
Daring the Year of the Child and the Family in 
Brlthfll Columbia, it has been my responsibility as 
Minister of Human Resources to introduce new 
prngrams which recognize the importance of the 
family unit in our society. This year is proclaimed 
Intomatiomd Year of the Child, by the United Nations, 
andin British Columbia we have gone one stop further 
in including the family in the recognition. 
Our provincial government has introduced new 
programs which are designed to improve and enrich 
the lives of children at home or elsewhere inthe world. 
I would like to share information about four of these 
Wograms in my report o you today. 
to yon u~ay. 
Adoption, Special Needs Children: There are still 
many children who, through unfortunate cir- 
cumniancea, cannot find adoptive homes. The term 
"special needs" covers a variety of children, in- 
eluding those who are no longer infants, are han- 
dicapped, or have health, behavioural or emotional 
woblems. We are undertaking an extra special effort 
to see that in this province these children may be 
placed in loving homes. 
I believe that in our communities there are many 
parents and families who are able to make the special 
commiimnnt eeded to provide love and security for a 
sp~al  needs child. 
Helpline for Cidldren, Zenith 1234: This is a 24- 
hour toll free telephone Helpline for children to report 
cldld abuse or neglect. The Helpline for children will 
provide another means of access to the Ministry's 
survieea for dealing with child abuse and neglect. It is 
intended to supplement existing serviees and provide 
situation i volving abuse and neglect. It then becomes 
the minlstry's responsibility to see that the proper 
services are given to correct the problem. The 
Helpline for Children number is Zenith 1234. 
Watch Me Grow: Life. books for children who are 
cpehilrmanent wards.' During this year, at least 3,800 
dren in the care of the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare will receive aLife Book. This book, robe kept 
by the child, will provide arecord of the child's family 
background and life experiences. 
Special Child Abuse-Neglect Policy Handbook: This 
is a Joint project of the Ministries of Human 
Resources, Healtli, Attorney General and Education, 
Science and Technology. The policy handbook will be 
distributed throughout the province to professionals 
and agencies in the field of child abuse and neglect. 
The handbook will assist he delivery of a coordinated 
and unified service in cases invciving child abuse and 
neglect. 
These are just some of the programs introduced 
during the Year of the Child and the Family In British 
Columbia. An of course it is important to realize that 
these programs are not just for this year..T.he.y are. 
o'ngoing and so is our commitment tothe wan nelng ot 
children and families In our province. 
If you would like more information about any of 
these programs, please feel free to contact the local 
office of the Ministry of Human Resources or write to 
me: Grace McCarthy, Parliament Buildings, Vic- 
toria, B.C., VSV 1X4. 
i ?.\ 
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"This is a petition to force a plebiscite 
on the stupid law that makes it easy to get 
petitions to force plebiscites." 
J t  f ~  4 .  • 
I OTTAWA 
• OFFBEAT 
• BY,RICHARD JACKSON , 
Ottawa - Brace yourself for the next rip0ff rom yoiu" 
taxes to sweeten the already sugary benefits of your 
Honorable Member of parliament. 
Severance pay is in the works. 
Bairn-in addition to a lifetime pension-for the MP 
who doesn't make it in an election. 
It has to be taken seriously for the idea comes from 
the office of Prime Minister Joe 'Clark. 
His Director of Human Resources, herself a 
defeated o~e-term MP in an east Ottawa riding, Jean 
• Plgott, came up with it. _ 
She'snot pro osing it for her own benefit, mind you, 
because she's ~l~eady out of parliament if "in" at the 
Prime Minister's office. 
What gave he the idea, she says q uitefran~ly, w.as 
"Rvmnathv" for a defeated ld~ral xvw wnu ~.,,~ 
IGniting-to her, as the Prime Minister's Human 
Resources Director, for her assessment of he political 
job market for recently unemployed parliamen- 
tarians. 
She says she felt "sorry for him," and. presto, 
idea of severance pay for parliamentarlnns poppeo 
into her head. 
This has got to be pretty redickle-deckle. 
Even the Liberals, in running up parliamentary pay 
to an annual $41,300, never thought of IL 
And they pretty well covered the waterfront on 
parliamentary pay and benefits, including a pension 
that pays for life after only six years in the Commons 
and starts out at something approaching ;5,000, 
peaking at an annual $18,000 with cost of living in- 
dexing at 65. 
A quick check of the Finance Department's 
Estimates and a handy electronic calculator sets the 
cost of each MP for one year in Parliament at $297,560. 
The Commons costs $83,912,000 to operate annually 
and there are 282 MPs. A straight question of division 
of dollars by bodies. 
And that's not counting grants, the cost of the 
Senate, and the bill for various ubsidies and services 
beyond the already lofty standards. 
Now severance pay. 
When you're an MP, it seems, party politics don't 
matter all that much, because you re all good pals 
together. . 
On this very point a lovely letter appeared on the 
editorial page of Ottawa's l~ , 'ne ,  wspeper the 
other day. . ..., :- ~ ~b..~ 
It read, in Pa'r[: :' ~ ..... ~" 
"I see where Joe Clark has generously granted 
Pierre Trudeau, at taxpayers' expense, a 
housekeeper, cook and a third person to help him cope 
in Stornoway." 
(Stornoway's the official residence of the Leader of 
the Opposition, and the party usually pays the 
freight.) .
"Where can I apply for such service? 
"Surely P.E.T. should not be the only one to benefit 
from such taxpayer generosity 
..... ..'~I qtmlify~' .Like Pierre I made a mistake ,in 
/ :~ment  ~nd .a~ a single parent qwith three sm~ 
Children. " . . . .  
"And I can well understand his problems because I 
face and try my best o cope with them daily. 
*'Mr. Clark is correct-it is too much to expect a 
~ son living alone with three children and an outside too. 
"I, too, need the satisfaction of contributing to 
~;'~ety free of any feeling of guilt for neglecting my 
,~dren .  
"S~ ~md do I go about applying' for my three 
government paid household staff?" 
To which the editor eplied: 
"Better go into politics. Politicians know they 
cannot cope as well as the average taxpayer and so 
give 'themselves special care and privileges. 
"To be sure, it is often hard to disagree with their 
claims of incompetence. The evidence is all around 
us. Few Canadians dispute it." 
Hear hear !
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
i 
Democracy, anyone? 
Now, there is a word with a clean, wholesome, 
sound. Like motherhood and the flag, something in 
which to believe, smug in the knowledge that its 
blessings flow throughout our national fabric. 
What is democracy? By definition, 'rule by the 
people', or more correctly, a form of government that 
conforms to the wishes of the majority of its citizens. 
Our system of government is said to be democratic. 
Trudeau mouthed phrases uch as participatory 
democracy, while he imposed metric conversion, 
abolition of the death penalty, PetroCanada, and 
firearms control, all against the wishes of most 
Canadians. 
So much for demoeracyl 
Now, Brondbent and his true believers are trying to 
prevent the welling of all or part of PetroCansda and 
other Crown corporations, We are told that the people 
demand that Clark reconsider and go back on his 
~verd. We are now being told that the people of this 
country did not, in fact, elect Clark's government to
govern according to his promises, but instead, ac- 
cording to the wishes and philosophy of the NDP and 
the defeated Liberals. 
Because I believe in democracy and the wisdom of 
an informed electorate, I cannot condone the actions 
and efforts of the two socialist parties 
If I would criticize this federal government, it would 
be because of its lack of action to correct the abuses of 
the former government. I would be in favour of 
referendums to gather the ideas of the people. I would 
favour a more rapid exchange of information between 
government and its electors. This would promote the 
idea of democracy. 
And it would take the wind out of the sails of those 
rabble rousers who, without popular support, would 
try to interfere with the carrying out of needed and 
t , .  - , . ,  i 
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Series. starts today 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  Jacks•shad nine hits in 23 at 
Baltimore manager Earl hats with two home runs and 
Weaver was concerned eight runs hatted ht The 
about losing the usa or. his Dodgers' main DH, Lee 
designated hitter as his Lacy, went £-for-14. 
Orioles prepared to open the May hit 19 home rims and 
19'/9 World Series "tonight had 69 RBIs this season as 
a~aimt Pittsburgh Pirates. the Baltimore DH, Without 
'It ear•airily is going to 'him batting regularly the 
make a difference," said Orioles offence will suffer. 
Weaver, mentor of the 'Td rather sea a pitcher 
American League chain- up there than a Lea May, or 
pious, anybody,'~ said lanky Bruce 
Manager Chuck Tanner of Kin•n, Pittsburgh's starting 
the National League pit~er in the best.of-seven 
champion Pirates.made it Series. K/son had eight hits 
clear he would rather play this year, scored eight runs 
without the DH, an and drove in six, including 
Amed~n Les~ue inotitutien four with ;, grand.slam home 
disdained by the National run. He hit just..14~. 
League. But the only contact 
"We haven't had to do Orioles' starter Mike 
without it since the 197t Flanagan has had with the 
World Series," Weaver hat is seeing it in somebody 
lamented, "Lee May (the ' else's hands. Flanagan, 
Orioles DH in the regular however, was baseball's 
season), was a big part el winningeat pitcher this 
our •france. What effect it seasanwitha~3-grecerdnnd 
has will depend on the other a 2.65earned-run average, 
eight guys in our starting mnking him the favorite to 
lineup." win the Cy Young Award as 
Tanner, who has managed the AL's best pitcher. 
in the American League, Kison was 13-4 with a 3,14 
said he prefers managing ERA, andwasoutstandlagin 
without the designated the Pirate~' September d ive 
hitter, to the ~ Eastern Division 
"It 's a different ball title, wlnninghislastfive.He 
pine," he said, "The pit- is 4-0 in post-season play. 
charabancS|•if they are good Baltimore, . which led the 
athletes, ~d,  the, manager majors with 102 victories this 
has to make more moves, season, plays host for the 
You have to decide after six first two games: The middle 
innings when you're behind three are scheduled for 
1-0. Are you going to pinch Pitisburgh, and the final 
ldt? With the DH nobody in pair, if needed, in Baltimore. 
the stands cares." Weaver admitted he was 
The DH was used every having trouble dceidlng on a 
other year in the Series, and starting lineup because oflds 
last year, when the Yankees inability to use the DH, If be 
beat Los AnSeles Dodgers, decided to put May in. the 
New York DH Reggie lineup it meant moving a lot 
of players around defan- DougDeCincesatthird. 
sively. The odds are May's "The Orioles are the mc~t 
Series role will be as a pinch clese-knit club I've ever been 
hitter. 
The Orioles are expected associated with," Singleton 
to use John Lowenstoin in said. 
left field, AI Bambry in The OHoles were listed as 
centre and Ken Singleton in 6-5 favorites to win the 
right, with Eddie Murray at opener and were given a 
first, BillySmith and Mark ought edge for the Series 
Beisnger the second base- because of four games 
+ shortstop combination, and s~eduled in Baltimore. 
Enough 
to make 
you c ry  
COOKS, Mich. (AP) -- 
Paul Babladelis is Uvlpg a 
football coach's nightmare: 
He dreads the end of every 
@me, yet fears the final gun 
will never sound. 
His Big Bay de Noc Black 
Bears have become the 
worst high school team in 
United States football' 
history. 
With their 46-O 1o~ to Bark 
River-Harrin last Fr iday 
night, the Black Bears have 
been outscored 774-O in their 
last 14 games. 
"We didn't want this thing 
to happen," Babladelis said. 
"But it did. I guess we've 
reached the bottom; the only 
way to go now is up." 
The Big Bay scoreless 
streak involves the last 14 
games, but the Black Bears' 
lesint' string now stands at 
23, 
Richard 's  C leaners  L td .  
'~e  our handy drive-in mndow" 
ONLY STEAMEX HAS 6 SPRA Y JETS 
~i~: .  .... !it ~ I~ ~ ! <~ ++++~t.:,, +  
N 
These accessories help 
to Clean your carpets 
easier and better: 
Power Scrubber 
Upholstery Cleaner 
Soil Retardant Applicator 
3 MACHINES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS 
I Sanltone, I 
3233 Emerson 
636-6119 
OPEH 
Men, Ibm Sat. 
I ~ . ~  BUSINESS CLOTHING 
RENTAL  SERVICES LTO, 
SALES & RENTAL 
LIC£Ns~o OPERATOR 
Downtown Terrsoo 
i i' ", 
'100 
ALLOWANCE ON A NEW 
FICA XL-IO0 COLOR"rv 
I f  your old color TV is getting "tired", don't des- 
paid Because it's worth big money, towards.the 
purchase of a new RCA XL-100 co~or tv  wire 
Sign•Lock one-button electronic tuning, Other 
models - including RCA ColorTrak -- also availa- 
ble while they last, many with remote control. 
So hurry/ 
LIMITED TIME 
~ ONLY! 
UP TO 
'50 
TRADE- IN  '" 
UP TC 
s40 
TRADE-IN 
ALLOWANCE 
FD478 
non 
26"  XL-1OO" 
decorator  conso le  
Features Automatic Color Control 
and Flesh/one Correction for a 
superb color picture! Available in 
Mediterranean-style cabinet 
(shown) or Colonial. 
20"  XL -100t  RoomMate  tab le  mode l  
Automatic Color Control and FLesh/one Correction plus 
energy-efficient X endedLife chassis.., it adds up to a great 
color TV buyl Smart walnut•rained cabinet. 
26"  p ic ture  lube (63-cm d lagorml  p+ctllr£.) 
| 20"  p ic ture  tube (48-cm diatjon+H p,t:h~H!) 
GD688 
VIMNGS I 
VICTORIA (CP) - - I  
Alberta Golden Bears and I 
L Victoria Vikings scored I 
second-half goals off I 
indirect free kicksl 
Saturday in a Canada [ 
West University Athletic I
Association game that I
ended in a t-I draw. I 
l 
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BEARS i Las, t ha l f  mi le  
TIE actmn In race  
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Gary GL;~:s overtook a Lions 
Gate Road Runners team- 
mate in the final half mile to 
win the Vancouver club's 
ninth annual 20-mile race 
Saturday in Stanley Park.  
Giles finished in one hour, 
49 minutes and 51 seconds to 
edge Jack Taunton, who 
crossed the finish line .in 
1:50:07. Rob+, MacKenzie, 
also of t~  Li'oha Gate club. 
was third, two minutes 
behind Taunton. 
Other top finishers were 
Lions Gate's Bruce Shaw in 
1:~:38 and Andre Girard of 
Victoria in 1:53:16. 
Wolf Mashes of Lions Gate 
placed sixth in 1:53:33. 
Mashon's time made him the 
wiener in the masters over- 
40 division. 
HAK[AIOPDOGDHU,,, 
YOU COME 
gUT 0N 
T0P! 
1973 CHEV s~ TON 
10" Security Camper ................ .$6895 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. standard 
eeoeoooeeoe•o•  •*e•  ••ee  o•oeo•  •"  • e see  040 e•eeo•  ooe•eoooo@oe•e e•@e•e 54895 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
Loaded .$4195 
1977 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Csmper Special, V0 Auto $ 0,500 
1977 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SALON 
. .GO. ,0 . .  $,,5595 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~, • .~ ,  ~+..p~ • ~,,j, ~. ,~p ,++~p, ~I? ,.~•~,, ,. '?. p,.~  I .  o. p.o •~?,'.+, !.?.? . . . .  .+ ,  
'mo cam.  +.+ . . . . . + + +  '+ . . . . . . . . . . .  .__ __o .o $6895 
• Got•• , ,  o ••H • • ••••  o•o J+•e  • j• l•a le lo l . ,  
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
+ .  $8795 
i oooeoe*a••eee•••o*•  t oeoo . l l . l oooo  
) niece. ~,,,~-leb1:,: ,t.': :, 
1977 CHB BEAUVILIE VAN 
• .................................................... $6295 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security, frldge, furnace, e/c. 
t•O lD+OHO*e•H.• 'O••+•• • I•H•  • ••  • IS•  l i e0+ I .•1 '•  • '0 l•O • •O1 • e l  $12,995 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAD 
TuTone paint, V8 auto, 6' box 
• • • .  +e•  ••  ••• la• . J l o•  •••  • •••  J•  oooooo•  oo • •see .  •H oeo  ••+ . .o  • H ..... $;9495 
1977 COUGAR Xi7 
V6, auto trans., PS & PB 
l l l l l l l l i i O I l l l l  I I 0 0 I 0 ; i l i l I I O I I G  t I I  10  I I I I l @ l B l l l i ' l O i l t l l ) i l l l O  
$5395 
1977 FORD BIIIMIC0 +4x4ii~+i 
V0 auto trans,, radio ' ' '+', 
eo*+oee+ o**  *o , , , *  ,=  +,+ e**+ e**  e+e+oee*eeeee~. t#°e°e°eee°ee°  ..... $6895 
1979 20 FT. OKANAGAN 
Motorhome.  Only 4,000 k l lometres  
,+,,,c,=o $20,996 AT ONLY- 
( 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales L/d, 
4631 Keith 
636.41184 
e 
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I 'Revenge is 
I I 
[~N I~] Edmonton In Hamilton, the playoff- 
the motive 
' " , or the other is thirsting for Argonauts to sweep their ', 
revenge, hems-and-home s ries and ''~ 
The Eskimos slaked their hand Toronto its sixth loss in 
thirst in grand style Monday, a row. 
' dismantling the Alouettns 47- 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Sell, Drain 6 in the last regular-season The biggest crowd of the 
Rock, PatloBlocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, ~ NO.W OPEN encounter between the year atlvorWynneStadium, Western and Eastern Con- 27,293, watched as quar- 
Va Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. ference leaders of the terback Tom Clementa 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS ~ 
' JU, E rS  BODY SHOP F.J.H. READY MIX 
~"~'T~ iW lW~mWBi iLTO, ,  in the old McEwan's  Shop 
~ ~ Y l , ~ . ~ '  (Across from the Skeona Hotel) 
,Plant OffThornhllgrumm Road, IO~.,- u Io~ ,,,~ ~ ,o :e~ ~ 00~. 4513 Gre ig  635-2326 it. 
d Ha VAN'S OORTRAOTIN6 GLACIER Yellowhea y ~ Furniture Repair 
L ,~ 4416 Leliol AVIIH ~ Groin 
A ,_,.o,~ Terrace, D.C. -Completelineof livestock feed and supplement ~.~Restoratioos, Hope Chests 
- Clean and utility groin ~ '~~ Custom Made Furniture, Refinishing S b ~ '~ - Founts and feeders for all livestock 
- Dry dog & cat food u F ~ 6eleral Doildill Contracting .~ A Complete Glass and - Pet travelling cages mode to measure 
" A luminum Service 3315 Clark St. 635-3867 2610 Kalum 6364686 Terraoe 
L 
G NOW OPEN A 
R U 
:B IG '  D E R R 0 
y 2701 South Kalum St. M 
635-6160 A 
From 6 a.m. p 11 p.m. t 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Keith Ave. 
o.r  I'ricmlly ('().~e,li('n('e store 
HOURS: 
~.kd,y, 7:30 am - 12:30 am 
w.~..ds 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
de I lGIrtlrS 
CC-CP  
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
STARBOARD 
TRCK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OOI 
Ken Haneen' 
i 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO.VAC Rasldentlal. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the now method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Phone: 
terrace 635-5292 
Kltlmat 632-2466 
Pro-Vat  Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Services Division 
Kltlmat-Tsrrace, B.C. 
Plumbing • Heating . Commercial Servicing 
Residential. Indush'lal • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4436 LAKELIE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4BS OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furancas 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
,A, moose or deer antlers Islngleor ~,irl 
Available at the front desk of the 
TEHACE HOTEL 
Terrace Electronic RepairsLtd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
~ e  AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
DEPOT 
~,~. '•., Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toahlba 
Men..Sat. -- 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Frlclay -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4623 Lskelse 6354SU 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
TO Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Canadiad Football League. played havoc with the 
That left the Alouettes and Toronto secondary while 
coach Joe Soanella hoping fullback Nell Lumllden 
for another ematch in the scored three touchdowns 
last week of November for against his former team- 
the Grey Cup. males. 
"Right now they're a ,,It was a lot of fun playing 
better team," Soanetla said out there," said Clements, 
of the Eskimosl "and we who completed 23 of 31 
have to do something about posses for 433 yards and 
three touchdowns. 
"I would like to play them His favorite target, Leif 
again, I really would." Pettereen, abbed six passes 
In other CFL games for 185 yards. 
Sunday, Hamilton T.iger- "I've never seen a ball 
Cats moved into a tie with game as frustrating and 
Toronto for third place in the crushing as this one," 
Eastern Conference by muttered Argo coach 
humiliating the Argonauts Forrest Gregg, whose team 
42.3, while Calgary guam- now is 4-8 with one game in 
peders survived two Win- hand over Hamilton, "We 
nipeg marches late in the didn't play well either way 
game to defeat the Btue offensively or ~.*.feasively, 
Bombers 18-13, but they did. They gut ready 
Sunday, Ottawa Rough for us." 
Riders edged winless Ctemenls fired a 22.yard 
Saskatchewan Roughriders touchdown pass to Kerry 
20-19, thanks to a failed two- Smith and a 13-yord TD to 
point conversion attempt by newly-acquired Gord Pat- 
Saskatchewan on the final tenon. Zenon Andruayshyn 
play of the game. had five converts, two field 
"Everybody did what goals and a single. 
they're supposed to do," Toronto got a 39-yard field 
Edmonton coach Hugh goal from fan Suntor. q &qN quterp is said after his team 
e~ displayed the balanced of- In Winnipeg, the Blue 
fanalve and defensive punch 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS that carried the Esks to the Bombers marched to the 
Grey Cup over Montreal last Calgary three-yard line 
year. twice in the fourth quarter, 
Quar terbacks  Tom only TO lose the ball on downs 
Wilkinson and Warren Moon the first time and run out of 
Wayne 63$.SMI4 Ernie 435.~53 led an attack that rolled up time the second. 
Gays t3S421S 496 yards, while the Ed- The final try by Winnipeg 
monton defence held the came after Ricky Wesson 
CFL's leading rusher, David intercepted -" a pass by 
Green, to 68 yards. Calgary quarterback Ken 
Edmonton built quarter Johnson and the Blue NORTHWEST PiPE lsads of14-0, 234) and46-0. Bombers marched from 
• Green scored the Aim' only their own 3S-yard line to the 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. touchdown early in the Stampeder three. 
fourth quarter, and a two- On the last play of the 
point conversion attempt game, defensive back 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS,, failed. Robert Sparks hit receiver 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, Edmonton collected three Brian Gervais in the end 
WATERSOFTENERS--ANDMORE-- touchdowns pass ing-  two zone Just as a pass from 
by Waddell Smith and a 77- Dieter Brock arrived, thus 
yard pass.and-run effort by 
Brian Kelly ~ two TVs 
rushing and.' another.' on 
5239 Keith Avenue - N.r S.c. Hydro 
~635-7158 
I T 
BILLIARDS 8, AMUSEMENTS 
WEALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KAI.UM STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
breaking up the play and 
sealing the victory for 
Calgary... ~ ~. ,  ~,. ,. 
Larry Highbaugh's 55-yard Linebacker Doug Bat-, 
return of a Joe Barnes in- tershill returned an in- 
torceptian, terception 35 yards for 
Dave Cutler kicked six Calgary's only touchdown 
converts, a field goal and'a and J.T. Hay booted three 
single and punter Hank field goals. Punter Mike 
llesie contributed a single. McTague added two wind- 
The Esks, who had suf- assisted singles. 
fored their first loss of the Winnipeg's points come 
season last week inCalgnry, two field goals by the CFL's 
improved their record to 10- leading scorer, Bernie Ruoff, 
.;~I,~ and took a throe-point and a fly,yard touchdown 
lead over,,~he secodd-pl~ ~ pass from ~ to,,Gervala. 
British Columbia Lions in The victory "Rave third- 
the WFC. place Calgary a 0-3 record 
The Alouettee now are 3-4. for 18 points, two behind the 
1, three points ahead o: Lions. Winnipeg dropped to 
Ottawa. 3-10. 
Tagge injured, 
may go coaching 
VANCOUVER (CP') -- what he doctor says," Rapp 
Quarterback Jerry Tagge of said. "They think it might be 
British Columbia Lions has a loose •piece of cartilage 
re-injuredhlaleftkneeand is flouting around in his knee. 
considered by the coaching "He just dropped back to 
staff to be a doubtful starter set up and it went out on 
for next Sunday's Canadian him." 
PHONE 635.2473 Football League game 
against Ottawa Rough The Lions have lost to Ed- 
Riders. monton Eskimos and beaten 
The injury occurred in Winnipeg Blue Bombers and 
practice Friday, the second Toronto Argonauts with 
day of drills in full strip for secondyear signal.caller Joe 
Tagge who has been Paopao at the controls ince 
sidelined for three games Tngge was sidelined. C ~ H Industrio[ Cleoning heeauaeofabloodetotonthe Also doubtful for the Ot- 
knee, tawa game is siotbaek Terry Ltd. Head coach Vic Rapp said Bailey who pulled a ham. 
Saturday he had intended to string muscle in Edmonton 
"WE TRAVEL - ,  YOUR HOURS" activate Tagge for the 0t- Sept. 16 and has been used 
taws game. sparingly In the Lions' last 
Steam Cleoninfl end Pressure Woshing "Now we'll just have to see two games. 
kp ,h.. ,,, , , ,  ., , , . , , ,  RenD jac ot beats 
, the SFU Clansmen 
. . ,o . .o - .o .o , -  , -oo - -  ..no BUSINESSMANt Nev. (CP) -  establisha35-Sheiftime]ead 
WITH 5TH WHEEl. '1~ BACKFILLING 'J~ LEVEUN~ | , Quarterback Larry Warman as he was good on IS of 26 
hit the end zone jackpot four attempts for 229 yards aa the 
times in the first half with Clsn'll record slipped to 3-2, 
This Space Is Reserved ,o.ohdo . ,o , , . .  He threw touchdown ~ ~  ~ " ~ . ,  _ .,. _ University of Nevada-RenD strikes five yards to Bubba 
downed Simon Fraser Melcher, 17 yards to Jim 
TERRACE University Clansmen 3S.10 in Mason, 2S yards to his 
a National Association of youngerbrotherSteveand29 
For  Your  Ad  Intercollegiate Athletics yards to John Vitari. Mark 
PHONE ANYTIME II football game In this gas- Henderson blocked an SFU 
DAVE & ALLAN 635-3505 bliss centre, kick In the end zone for the 
Warman'e aerial attack other touchdown, 
enabled the Wolfpack to Simon Fraserquarterback 
Mark Amer completed a 91- 
' yard pass and run play to 
NAME WELL REMEM- wide receiver John Pankratz 
BERED for the Clan touchdown and 
~:) r=l N ¢ [~ than 50 topographical p aces but completed only nine for 
nithologists, hall had more Amer also threw 26 times 
for him, ranging from a limited the SFU ground 
: South Poleglacier toa bat he game to 66 yards as Rend 
discovered in Central balanced its attack with 397 
[ [ [[[ America. yards on the ground. 
t 
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Islanders, ' Rangers top picks By DON SCHAFFER 
The Orioles and the Pirates will be playing of f  su~er lines with Anders starting tonight for the World Series, in case you have By EATON HOWITr though they were last in the . But the Flames will have Another team being locked even a good deal more. The CanadlanPresm patrlekDivinionlastseason, to flght hard to dislndge New on as a izmlble surprise Offensively, the Rangers Hedberg, UffNill~mandPat. 
been fishing or hiding in a hole all weekend. Since Edmonton Oilers, who lut Under new coach AI York Islanders from the top finisheris Colorado Rockies. are lust as solo an any oue m Hlckey on me elm FlZtl 
Thanksgiving is passed, I feel it is safe to stick my year wound up on t~ of ~ MscNeU, the former Mort-' of the Patrick Division. The acquisition of head the lnsgue ~weil, mayce no~ Espot]~, Don M urdo~., and 
neck out and make a prediction. . World Hockey Association's treat coach, they are going With outstanding players coach Don Cherry from Montreal). They have two Dan Malone on the otaer. 
• I pick the Orioles, in seven games. Let it be known, regular schedule, won't do for a speedier style of play. such as Dents Potvin, Hart Boston Brulns is one of the 
however, that my prediction is based solely on the fast the same thing this year in Off-senson acquisitions Trophy winner Bryan main reasons, b 
thatldon'tlikethePirates'Halloween-styletmiforms, the National Hockey such as Nllsson, end Trottier, Mike Bossy and The addition of Ro League's Clsrence Campbell de fenceman Pekka  Clark Gllltes, the Islanders Ramage on defenes also 
Other than that, the teams will providers good contest Conferanee but they may Rautakalllo from Finland are aiming for the Stanley should help considerably.. 
reputation, Colorado will between different strengths. . make things interesting, give them three 100-point" Cu~i~elr only weakness If Cherry lives up t  his 
The Pirates are an awesome hitting team, led by With a couple of ex- scorers. ' seemstobea dependence on soon forget isst season when 
Dave Parker, Willie Stargell and the manwho beat he ceptiom, the Oilers are a Nllsson, a 107,point scorer the Trettier lfns without they were deep in the eeuar 
Expos, Phil Garner. ' team of youngsters led by with the Jets, combines with much to back It up. Glenn of the Smythe Division, the 
The Orioles have a strong pitching staff, madeupof the teen-aged star .Wayne Bob MacMillan and Guy RsschandBillSmitharetop- weakest in the league. 
four no-name starters and several lesser-known Gr~yc~. Glen Sather says 
relievers. Despite their lack of acclaim, they did lead 
the Orioles to the best reCord in the league this season, that if the team has to struggle the first year, he 
. and they should be pressed hard by the Pittsburgh would rather struggle with 
sluggers to maintain their winning pace. young players. 
As I said, Baltimore in seven, but please don't make Other teams in the Smythe 
heokonitjustbecause I ayso.  IplckedCineinnatti o Division of the Campbell 
beat the Pirates, too. , Conference are Chicago 
In local sports, the Timhermen s season will be Black Hawks, Colorado 
starting soon, and the team is looking better all. the Rockies, St. Louis Blues, 
Vancouver Canucks and the 
time. Tonight they meet the Kitimat Winterhawks, former WHA champion 
who I haven't seen yet, but seem to he able to score Winnipeg Jets. 
goals fairly well, based on their last two decisions, tlw In the Patrick Division of 
9-4 game over Terrace and their 10.6 loss against the same conference ere. 
Prince Rupert. Both teams should provide good Atlanta Flames, New York 
hockey for home-town' fans, and I will try to get Islanders, New York 
enough people organized so that all the scores will be Rangers, Philadelphia 
here, all through the season. Flyers and Washington 
In the matter of organization, I would still like to see Capitals. The Caps moved 
more input of local sports here at the Herald• I am over• from the Norris Division in the "recent ex- 
trying to get hold of everyone involved in local sports, passion'realignment. 
but since I haven't been left with a lot of sources, and Sather is not going strictly 
• being new in town, it is difficult to find out who runs with a youth movement. He 
what.lfyouhaveinformattonaboutaclub, ateam, will be banking heavily on 
or a league, call the Herald at 635-6357. goalie Dave Dryden, 38. 
I 'd appreciate hearing from anyone in Terrace or Defenceman AI Hamilton 
Kitimat, and if you are in Kltimat, feet tree to can is 38 and there are a couple more over 30 giving it a shot. 
collect. ' Lee Fogolin, 24, a cast-off 
from Buffalo Sabres, will be 
Ti  b m ermen w in  on detente and there are  young players such as Pat Price, 24, Kevin Lowe, 20, • S ith undformerFinnishnaUonal 
111_  m e r a  player Risto Siltanen, 21. 
Winnipeg Jets don't ap- 
The Terrace Tim- the second, the Terrace pear to he nearly as strong 
bermen travelled to squad had fallen behind 3- as their Edmonton rivals, 
Smitbers on Sunday to although they beat he Oilers 
play the Tptem# there 2"Timbermen scorers in the playoffs last year and 
andcame away witha 5-4 were Dave Sharpe with won the Avco Cup. 
win. Timbermen Coach two goals, with Lee The llkes of Peter Marsh, a 
Dale Kushner said that Marleau, Mike Mowat former Cincinnati Stingers 
his team looked very and Doug' Linton each player, goalie Gary Smith, 
good, and that had they with singles, Smithers centre Petre Sulllvnn and 
not had a five-minute scorers were not veteran winger Bill Lasuk will have to struggle to keep 
lapse at the beginning of available, the Jets respectable. 
the second period, the. In other PNWHL Players such as Barry 
Timbermen would have games over the weekend, Long, Klm Cinekson, Terry 
dominated the games'  the Kitimat Winterhawks Ruskowski, Richard Preston 
scoring, were beaten 10-6 by the and Kent Nilsson were lost in 
The Thnbermen took a d e f e n d i n g I e a g u e the draft. 
2.0 lead in the first period, champions Prince Rupert ;Atlanta Flames, although they have failed in five at- 
but fell asleep during the Kings on Saturday night, tempts to get into the second 
intermission. By the time I~tails of this game were round of the playoffs, look 
five minutes were ~one in not available like the team to beat even 
i 'r$ide  t;'Wreo 
[1 Used Cars & Trucks 
[ [ [  Rasd)~ for the road at Reduced Prlcai I "  
[ J  73 iNTERNATIONAL PICKUP I l l  
Choufnard in the over-100 . . . . .  class range(] goaltenaere. ChicegoBlackHawke, who ~]  75 VOLKSWAGEN [~ i 
• flntsbedon top c~theSmytho [1  72 CHEV PICK-UP ~;  
NFL ROUNDUP Dlv~len las[ msno, will [~  72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK ~:  
have Tony Esvosito hack in [~ 69 FORD F.2S0 ' I~l' 
goal. He had been planning tO retir , . ~ 62 INTERNATIONAL 5 TON with FLATDECK i 
Tampa Bay  loses ,  ooo . . , .  =4 .o.  TOW,. tt Johnston said: "Taking 
. 4129 Substation had .  S ahawk " d Espo away from Chicago e s wm secon  be like Guy Road 
• Lafleur away from Mou" 
OAKLAND (AP)  - -  For winle. New York' Giants treal." 635-683" /  635-9383 
the second week in a row, edged Tampa Bay Buc- Dofencemen Bob Murray 
Oakland Raiders didn't cussers 17-14. and Doug Wilson are good ................. ~.~.~.~...~..~..~.~.~...~..~.~:.:~:.:~:~:~:.:.:/~:~*~:~:~:~:~:.:.:~:~:~:~:i 
allOW a touchdown. "Wereallydidn'te~pectto going both ways and .ere ~ii~!i~i~!~i~iii~~~~i~p::::::::::i:::::;:::il 
although he finally i s  
beglnn/~ to show his age. 
victory and made their 10- won t get so much attention, The Hawks should again end 
~,ear ecord in the series, and there will be less in first place in their 
televised nationally in the pressure. • division. 
U.S., 12-1-I -- best in the Elsewhere, Pittsburgh And nobody can writ., off .H  $59.3~ 
National Football League. Steelers rolled over Philadelphia Flyers as long ~40.§3 ~1 
Linebacker Ted Hendricke Cleveland Browns 51-35, as they have Bobby Clarke, 
intercepted a pass by Bob Denver BroncosbtenkedSan the hardest working player 
Gdase and ran 23 yards for a Diego Chargers 7.0, DaUas in the league. 4~y~e PLUS TAX 6cy,,,~e, ecy,..~. 
touchdown. Rookie lineman C0wboyswidpi~:l Mi/mssota ~, : ,  
Re~ie Kinlaw .eked the Vikings 36-20, Los A~eles Flyers coach Pat Quinn ,~ .ep,a:e sp~,kP,,~s ~ ~ '  with  new Motorc ra f t  p lu~ 
Miami quarterback four Rams walloped New ..~r~.ean~ was able in make.one good ,o~,.o~po,~,s 
times as the Raiders Saints 35-17, New ~:nglan off.seasonmove in acquiring concise, ~o~or . , w,th ~ew Molorcra~I paris 
followed up impressively on. Patriots got by Detrolt Linns goalie Phil Myre from ~ A01ust hm, ngca ,buretorandbe l l s  ' " "~ '~ Atlanta. • ~' C.eck D,slr,bulotcap.co01mg 
their 27-3 victory over 24-17 and Kansas City Chiefs Lef t  w l ~  S4~S to be a system ,lees ' 
spark p lug  wires,  co,I. PCV Denver. Broncos a week edgedClncinnati Bensais 10- Iroblem ~ftar.you name Bill valve 
earlier. • 7. Barber. RI'Ck MaeLeish a'rhlteran~0asohnef"ter ~ ~ t . ~ / ~  
"That's.quite a feat," said St. Louis Cardinals upset could return to that spot but ,.c,~oes hcj,!trucks a~clzmpo~ls 'i 
Oakland conch Tom Floras, Houston OHere 24-17, Phlls- prefers centre, _. . Pa,'lsan01abour,nclucleO " 
whose team had lost three delphla Eagles ' downed Last year me ~i~ers were ........................................ ~ ~ ~ j 
consecutive games, allowing Washington Redskins 28-17, secondto the Islanders in the ......... . 
atleast 27 points in each loss, Chicago. shut out Buffalo Patrick Division. This year 
before turning things around Bills 7-0, Seattle Scahawks they should have trouble T|rr|c0 Tolls Ford Silos Ltd. getting that close to the top. 
defemively. . outduelled winless San . New York Raegers, who 4&11 gelth Ave. O.~.4~ .: 
On Sunday, the last of the Francisco '49era 35-2L were third in .the Patrick, 
unbeaten clubs dropped its Atlanta Falcons smothered will be giving everyone a ~:~::~:~.~.~;.;.;~..~.:~:~;~:~.~;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
first game .as the previously Greeh Bay Packers 2,5-7 fight for divislo/t honors and ~:~:~:~:~:.~!:;:Y.<!:!:!:!:~:~:~:~:i:i:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:i:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
TOTEM  FURNITURE 
" RADIO SHACK 
eSentS' pr 
• ~ i~ i  
 ;ii " , , , , ,  ...... 
176 pages of Specialty Electronics 
NOW AVAILABLE 
4554 LAKELSE AVE. 635-5810 
. . . . . . . . . . .  i i i  ~1i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  i 
.~t i ,:;.?*:~:.r'¢ 
i 
lip 
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I AI! Seasons l id  'ks e.n's 1 ~~ Overwante l 
Sporting j 4, ooo,, I II Cre, cht nn bAobn~s / ~  . FOOD C ENTE R S I Jewexlers, .Tang r I 
i Come on,n*, i i ,mo.s  ,w,,c,,s I . cansend:/ ~ ~ Orange I Ii / | Crystals aa ,  I I °urnew°rrlv°' i ~.CIIYSTAL ,jFWELL,Y . by w i r e . / ~ \  I Everything for, I ' 4 -3½ OZ. packets 03 I 
I hockey player n e, Hills Brothers i 
Cof fee  " 2"" I Jorskibuff. . ~J 
• Reg. or Drip 1 lb. tin I 
i.4627 LakeJs. 635 2982|  i4615A L~~63s .s4ss l  .~.~.~7' ~:,d.m, 635-J~BRO ~,l'llskeenamaU , 
BLUE RIBBON 
BAKERYmo Ltd, 
, Pastries 
* Cakes * Breads 
Special 
attent ion 
to 
Wedding &, 
• Birthday Cakes 
"Your Personal Bakerv" 
4-4117 Lakelso 636-6063 
TettGce 
interiors Ltd. 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop wallcoverings shop 
Lots of beautiful Sunworthy wallcoverlng designs for 
every room of your house....we'll help you choose your 
paflerns. 
600 
Daily Herald Clerk of the Week, COLLEEN COTE, shows off 
the plaque she won for receiving the most voles lest week. 
Colleen Is a cashier at Overwaltea where she has been em- 
ployed for one yea r. 
Makeup Artistry, 
Brow Arching 
Ear Piercing 
FINRL TOUCH 
Accessories 
Loungewear & Lingerie 
Designer Fashions 
Disco Shoes 
.~l-I-I'skeena mall 635-2769 
TERRAOE OO-OP 
"your ann stop ohoppiq oontro" 
, Produce , Neat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
, Groceries , Dry Goods 
, Building Supplies , Garden Centre 
. Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at:  
Ballots should he dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or mailed c/o Advortislun Mauler, 
the Herald, 3212 Kalum St. 
A 
NEW OUADRA TRAVEl 
4¢~~=..~ SERVICES LTD. 
vGOME and SEE 
LIONS VS, EDMONTON 
BANUOKS VS. N,Y, RANGERS 
NOVEMBER 2-4 
Hotel 0 
Flight N = 200o o Tr imfenl  
GemeTkkels Y 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
I 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dining place, discotheque & 
lounge, with quiet rustic decor and charming service. 
DIM In the atmcephere of the traditional Bavarian 
Style. Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and Internatlmal menu In the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPENFOR 
LUNCH. Tues. to Frl. 11.2 DINNER - Mo~. to Sun. 5-I 1 
Contest Rules ,~ 
1. Only participatinE merchants employees are eliEible. 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winder tops ratine runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
4. Winner willbe selected by majority of ballots. 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
7. Judps decision final. 
TERRAOE ELEI)TRONIO 
Repair= Ltd. 
,Our large selection of 
SANYO portable and 
console TV's has arrived 
,3  years warranty 
full service available • 
Servicing the 
Terrace-Kitimat area 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the bestin 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mal l  635-2820 
I 
